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Abstract 
Kenny Wheeler is a Canadian born trumpeter and composer who has gained the respect and 
admiration of musicians and critics alike for his distinct and beautiful compositions. Despite this 
acclaim, am extensive search of relevant literature has revealed very little academic study of his 
compositional technique. Through an analysis of the melodic, harmonic and structural techniques 
evident in selected compositions by Kenny Wheeler, this dissertation offers insight into what gives 
Wheeler's music its distinct sound. The influence of these techniques on the author's own creative 
work is discussed through an exegesis. The dissertation consists of three chapters. The first chapter 
briefly introduces Kenny Wheeler and discusses why he is an important figure in jazz and the 
contribution he has made to jazz composition. Chapter two analyses selected Kenny Wheeler 
compositions, focusing on the areas of melody, harmony and structure. This chapter also explains the 
methods used in analyzing the melodic, harmonic and structural techniques. The third chapter 
includes a comparative analysis of the compositional tect1nlo.ues of Kenny Wheeler and the author's 
own creative work. 
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Chapter 1 
Kenny Wheeler first appeared onto the major jazz scene in 1975 with one of the most important 
debut albums in modern jazz, Gnu High (Wheeler, 1975) (Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85). Since then he 
has enjoyed significant critical and peer acclaim for his compositions and trumpet playing. Despite 
this acclaim1, very little research has been done on Wheeler's compositions and the techniques 
employed in them. An examination of his compositions reveals that certain techniques and devices 
continually re-appear in the areas of melody, harmony and structure, offering insight into what it is 
that gives Wheeler's music its distinct sound. 
1.1 Who is Kenny Wheeler 
Born in Canada, Kenny Wheeler built his musical career in London after a spur of the moment 
decision to move there in 1952 (Lees, 2000, pp. 21-22.). Before he left Canada, Wheeler took some 
private lessons in trumpet and harmony at the Toronto Conservatory where he studied texts by Paul 
Hindemith2 • When he first arrived in London, Wheeler worked in a post office until he started to get 
work with dance bands and big bands as a trumpeter. His most significant work in these early years 
was with John Dankworth, who he joined in 1959 and played with intermittently for six years. 
Wheeler wrote his first big band album for Dankworth's band in 1968 called 'Windmill Tilter', (based 
on the story of Don Quixote) and during his time with the band he studied composition with Richard 
Rodney Bennett (1962-3) and Bill Russo (1963-4). 
From the mid-1960s he toured and recorded as a sideman with many different artists3 including 
Ronnie Scott and Ph illy Joe Jones as well as doing studio work around London and can even be heard 
on the original recording of Jesus Christ Superstar (Lloyd Webber, 1970). Wheeler first led his own 
small groups and big bands in the mid-1970's recording the big band album Song for Someone in 
1973. However, it was the critically acclaimed Gnu High, which he recorded for the label ECM in 1975 
with Keith Jarrett, Dave Holland and Jack DeJohnette, which " ... marked his arrival as a major 
1 This critical and peer acclaim is discussed in more detail later in the paper. 
2 The book referred to is probably Elementary Training for Musicians or The Craft af Musical Composition. Wheeler has never disclosed 
which books he studied, simply stating that he studied texts by Hindemith. 
3See Appendix A for discography 
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presence, particularly as a composer," and is considered to be "one of the most striking debut albums 
in modern jazz." {Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85) 
"Blessed by deep, lyrical compositions and searching, apposite improvisations, Kenny 
Wheeler's debut ECM album, 'Gnu High' has come to be a touchstone in modern jazz-a 
testimony to the artistic efficacy of thoroughness in conception and spontaneity in 
execution." 
{Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85) 
In an interview in 1997 for Billboard, even the ever humble and self-effacing Kenny Wheeler was able 
to admit that; "The compositions may have made a statement that a lot of up-and-coming musicians 
at the time appreciated ... The pieces might have helped point out avenues between the different 
European and American sensibilities in jazz. {Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85) 
After Gnu High Wheeler recorded a steady output of critically acclaimed albums for ECM including 
Deer Wan {1978), Around 6 {1980), Double, Double You {1984), Window in the Window {1990) and 
Angel Song {1997). His best known album for large ensemble came in 1990 when he recorded Music 
for Large and Small Ensembles; a two-disc album that included the 'Sweet Time Suite', an extended 
work for big band. In recent years Wheeler has recorded a brass ensemble album for ECM, Long Time 
Ago {1999) and a joint recording project with valve trombonist and composer Bob Brockmeyer called 
Island {2003). Wheeler also released a duet album Where do we go from here? {2004) {with pianist 
John Taylor), and a drummer-less chamber project; What Now? {2005) that he recorded with Chris 
Potter, Dave Holland and John Taylor. He also released the album Other People with the Hugo Wolf 
String Quartet and John Taylor in 2008. 
1.2 Critical and Peer Acclaim 
As a composer, Wheeler is both critically acclaimed and highly respected by his fellow musicians. 
Composer and bassist Dave Holland said " ... Kenny's work as a composer is as individual as that of 
Mingus or Ellington - a serious contribution to the written jazz literature. His music is something for 
musicians to study and for everyone to listen to and enjoy," {Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85). Fellow 
trumpeter Dave Douglas described Wheeler's compositions as " ... jazz standards; I learned them at 
music school. When you're studying the music, Kenny Wheeler's tunes are one giant area where you 
need to focus. They're unique in jazz composing - the different types of chords, always really 
interesting phrase lengths; odd phrase lengths, but somehow with melodies that make them work." 
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(Hale, 1997, pp. 34-36) Eminent jazz composer and arranger (and recent collaborator on the 2003 
album Island), Bob Brookmeyer, described Wheeler's trumpet playing and compositions as 
"Outstanding" (Brookmeyer & Wheeler, 2003). Bassist Jeremy Allen, (who also played on Island), 
spoke of the influence Wheeler's compositions have had on younger generations of jazz musicians; 
"Kenny Wheeler represents ... one of the big important steps in the lineage that goes all the way 
through jazz and he's one of the most important post-Wayne Shorter voices as far as the 
influence on younger writers is concerned ... A lot of musicians I run into listen to a lot of Kenny 
Wheeler tunes and when they're starting out to write ... you hear a lot of Kenny Wheeler in what 
they write because his vocabulary and his structure is something that is completely fresh and very 
interesting and it really appealed to people." 
(Brookmeyer & Wheeler, 2003) 
Critics have described Wheeler as "One of the jazz world's unsung heroes ... " who has "cultivated a 
highly personal, poetic voice ... simultaneously tapping and transcending tradition" (Bambarger, B. 
1997, p. 85) '~ .. If his work over the decades has left him with almost no public profile, he has an 
enviable reputation among musicians of all ages and backgrounds." (Sinker, 1990, p. 45) 
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Chapter 2 
Why have Wheeler's compositions attracted such glowing admiration and respect? Examining his 
compositions reveals that certain techniques and devices continually re-appear in the areas of 
melody, harmony and structure. Wheeler's beautiful and melancholy melodies, the specific harmonic 
techniques he employs as well as his non-traditional approach to structure, all contribute to giving 
his music its distinct, open, and austere sound. 
Explanation of the Analytical Techniques 
This dissertation will utilize jazz analytical techniques outlined in Rayburn Wright's Inside the Score 
(Wright, 1982), Ron Miller's Modal Jazz Composition and Harmony (Miller, 1996) and aspects of the 
hybrid analytical technique employed by Michael Herbert in his Masters thesis; New Directions in 
Jazz Composition as evidenced in the work of three composers: Kenny Wheeler, Don Grolnick and 
Russell Ferrante (Herbert, 2000). The melodic analysis will consist of intervallic and structural 
analysis of the melody using score extracts. Harmonic analysis will utilize harmonic/chordal graphs to 
show chord construction and harmonic movement and will also examine voicings and chord types 
through score extracts. The analysis of structure will consist of structural diagrams to outline the 
overall form of selected compositions. All score extracts, tables and graphs are labeled as Figure 1 to 
35 and are clearly explained as they occur in the dissertation. 
2.1 Melody 
Respected composer and valve trombonist Bob Brookmeyer stated that "Kenny writes beautiful 
songs tinged with kind of a melancholy sadness" (Brookmeyer & Wheeler, 2003) and Wheeler himself 
has repeatedly stated that he has " ... always loved beautiful melodies. I must be a little twisted 
because beautiful sad melodies make me feel very happy - because they communicate to me." 
(Sturm, 1997, p. 6) " ... I'm still trying to find soppy romantic melodies mixed with a bit of chaos." 
(Eyles, 2003) "I try to write my idea of a nice, slightly melancholic melody" (Hale, 1997, pp. 34-36}. 
Considering these comments by Wheeler, it comes as no surprise, that one of the most striking 
observations about Wheeler's music is the strength and beauty of his melodies. Through analysis of 
Wheeler's melodic material, four techniques are consistently apparent: 
• Melodic sequences and motific development; 
• ih intervals within the melodies (often created through octave displacement); 
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• Basing of the melody in the extensions of the harmony and; 
• Add itive melody. 
These four techniques are important in contributing to the strength and individuality of Wheeler's 
music. 
I  
Figure 1. Wheelers use of melodic sequence: 'Foxy Trot' from the album Double, Double You by Kenny Wheeler. Bar 39-
54, trumpet part (concert pitch) (Sturm, 1997). 
Figure 1 demonstrates an example of melodic sequence in Wheeler's compositions . The melody of 
'Foxy Trot' cons ists of an 8 bar phrase that is repeated, and this phrase is made up of a two bar motif 
t hat is repeated 3 times, down a semitone each time, with a two bar tag on the end. Figure 2 shows 
another instance of melodic sequences in Wheeler's compositions. The first motif shown in red as A 
is repeated down a 4th in Al. The motif B is then repeated up a 4th in Bl. The motif at C is then 
repeated down a 4th in Cl. Almost the entire melody of 'Smatta' is made up of motifs that are then 
repeated at a different pitch, creating a melodic sequence. 
A 
B 
B 1. 
v I 
c c 1 . 
.'1 
I  
Figure 2. Wheeler's use of melodic sequence: "Smatta' from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler (concert pitch). 
(Sturm, 1997) 
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The use of this technique gives great unity and strength to the melody of 'Smatta', as each motif is 
somehow related to t he motif that comes before or after it. Kenny Wheeler's use of melodic 
sequence is a significant aspect of his compositions and contributes to the strength and unity of his 
music. 
The extensive use of ih intervals within the melody and the use of octave displacement4 are other 
distinct characteristics of Wheeler's melodic material. 'Mai We Go Round' (Figure 3) contains 
ascending and descending major and minor 71h intervals. The fourth bar contains an ascending major 
ih interval, and the fifth bar has a descending minor ih from the G to an A. In the seventh bar a 
descending minor 7th interval occurs and in the ninth bar another descending minor ih occurs. 
Trumpet inm 
Tpt. 
Asccndtng 
M 7U1 ~ f" [iJ I} 1 FE r r I f ;r!Ql II 1 ~ Ertr:J 
Tpt. 
Tpt. 
Descendtng 
Ml7th 
'&t@l 
Dcscendtng 
Ma7th 
1 ii Descend• no 
'7f 7 I r. Octave I ' t;;;;l- E F 'C F I E === I I II 
Figure 3. Extensive use of 7'h intervals within melodies: The melody of 'Mai We Go Round' as heard in the trumpet at 
2.24min on the album Around 6 by Kenny Wheeler (concert pitch) (Wheeler, 1980). 
Figure 4 shows another example of Wheeler's use of ih intervals within the melodies of his 
compositions. The melody of 'N icolette' contains several ascending and descending ih intervals5, and 
these intervals are created through octave displacement. The instances of octave displacement 
(circled in red) occur because if these circled notes were moved into the octave closer to the melody 
notes surrounding them, the melody would move in a more traditional fashion (without the 
distinctive jumps of a 7th interval). For example if the circled notes labeled 1, 2 and 3 were moved up 
the octave the first line of t he melody would appear as shown in Figure 5, where the melody moves 
4 Octave displacement is where stepwise notes or notes within a small range in a melody are displaced by an octave. 
5 Diminished octaves will also be refered two as 7'h intervals. 
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in a more traditional progression of intervals. Wheeler's use of large inte rvallic jumps wit hin his 
melodies is integral to the distinct sound of his compositions. 
r 
2 . 
.. 
I. 
4te9:~~pJ. I J J I J I J 
6 . 
9 12 i~J 
,--8----, 
; 
10
rJI]) II 
8 
f' 1r@3 r u , ~ aJ. ' ~' ' 
}] 
8 
1::4 #1 ~r j. IJ J I ::• b D ~ • I 
~ r-H-o 3 
!6 
£ j ~r F r 
... 3 
" .. 0 J I OJ J OJ I!J_;; J II: J l J_J ,_J Vl!QjJ :II 
Figure 4. Octave Displacement: 'Nicolette' from the album Angel Song. Bar 1-29 of the melody, circled notes indicate 
instances of octave displacement (concert pitch). (Sturm, 1997) 
II 
3 3 
Figure 5. Melody without octave displacement: The first line of the melody of 'Nicolette' altered to be without octave 
displacement (concert pitch). 
Wheeler has stated that he is "always looking for a more austere, open sound ... " (Sturm, 1997) in his 
music and this 'open' sound is apparent in Wheeler's melodic material often being based within the 
extensions of the harmony. Figure 6 shows where the melody of 'Smatta' is placed within the 
harmony. The boxes labeled 1-22 in Figure 6 show the instances of the melody note being an 
extension, or implied extension of the harmony. For example number 1 shows where the melody 
note, an A# (Bb), is the #11th degree of the chord, (an Ema 7(#11l). Number 6 is an example of an 
implied extension; the melody note, an Eb, would be the 13th degree of the Gbma7(m) chord. By 
basing his melodic material in the extensions of the harmony, Wheeler creates a more 'open' sound 
by accentuating the extensions of the harmony, and having a large distance between the root of the 
chord, and the note of the melody. 
11 
Figure 6. The basing of melodies within the extensions of the harmony: Melody/Harmony chart of 'Smatta' (concert 
pitch) . Top stave melody, bottom stave block voiced harmony. Small red box around notes indicates where the melody 
sits within a block voicing of the harmony. A large red box around both staves with a number (1-22) indicates when the 
melody note is an extension or implied extension of the chord. 
Another melodic device found in the compositions of Kenny Wheeler is additive melody, where small 
fragments are repeated, each time adding a few more notes of the complete melody. An example of 
this is in 'The Opening' of The Sweet Time Suite (shown in Figure 7.) Melodic fragment A is expanded 
in Al, A2, A3 and A4, melodic fragment B is expanded in Bl. The last half of Bl is marked C and is 
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then expanded inCl. The use of additive melody helps create tension by delaying resolution, making 
it an effective technique employed in Wheeler's compositions. 
A Al A2 A3 A4 J:_ I I r1 - -------, ~! PJJ n 1~ar r ~ fiJ I • I ~I~.~ 1 * ;s~ crt I t r 
B 81 Cl 
I ' ri,Jl~n I 
0 D 
'I ----{.\-=- --,1 
li ., ~} m II&J J ~a J ~J l&o II 
Figure 7. Additive Melody: 'The Opening' from The Sweet Time Suite (concert pitch) 
As has been shown in the above extracts, the use of the melodic techniques melodic sequence, 
octave displacement and use of ih intervals, the placing of melodies within the extensions of the 
harmony and additive melody, are integral parts Wheeler's compositional style and essential to the 
individual sound of his music. 
2.2 Harmony 
Pianist Frank Carlberg6 stated that Wheeler has " .. . his own harmonic language" (Brookmeyer & 
Wheeler, 2003). Wheeler's compositions are easily recognizable because of the harmonic techniques 
he uses and five characteristics are consistently evident in Wheeler's harmonic language; 
• the use of certain specific chordal movements, and an avoidance of the harmonic progressions 
traditionally associated with jazz composition; 
• quartal harmony; 
• the writing of contrapuntal style countermelodies; 
• the use of poly-chords and other specific chord structures and voicings; 
• and the lack of a key signature. 
6 Frank Carib reg worked w ith Kenny Wheeler on the 2003 album Island along with valve trombonist Bob Brook meyer, drummer John 
Hollenbeck and bassist Jeremy Allen. 
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The movement from a Ma7(#ll) chord down a semitone to a Mill chord is a common chord movement 
in Wheeler's compositions. This is demonstrated in Figure 8 where in the second and third bar, and 
the sixth and seventh bar, the harmony moves from an Abma7(m) down a semitone to a Gmill. 
aumaj7(~11l 
Figure 8. 'Riverrun' from the album Around 6 by Kenny Wheeler, Bars 1-8 (concert pitch}. (Sturm, 1997} (Wheeler, 1980} 
This specific chordal movement also occurs in 'Smatta', (Figure 9), in movement from the Ema7(#lllto 
an Ebmi11 (in the second and third bar), and the movement from a Bma7(#lll to a Bbmill (in the sixth 
and seventh bar). There are many more incidences of this harmonic progression in Wheeler's 
compositions. His consistent use of the chord progression Ma7(#lll down a semitone to a Mill, is a 
distinguishing characteristic of his harmonic language and is significant in the creation of the distinct 
sound of his compositions. 
Ema7(#11) Ema7(#11) El>mill El>mill 
'I 7 ' 7 ' I ;1 ' I ;1 , I I 7 I 7 t 7 ' 7 I' 7 ' I I ;1 , I ;1 , 
Bma7C#ll) Bma7(#1l) Bl>mill Gl>ma7(#ll) 
' 
7 I 7 7 I ;1 7 7 7 I 7 7 7 I I I 7 7 ;1 II , t , , , , , , ,. , 
Figure 9. The chord chart of the first 8 bars of 'Smatta' from the album Gnu High. (Sturm, 1997} (Wheeler, 1975} 
According to Fred Sturm Wheeler's chord progressions '~ .. stray far beyond the stereotypical ii-Vl 
structures and root movement of 4ths and 5ths that characterize traditional jazz standards." (Sturm, 
1997) This is apparent in his rare use of dominant chords in their pure form, and infrequent use of 
the ii -V7 -I or even a V7 -I chord movement. When Wheeler does use a V-I root movement it is not 
often at the end of a piece or phrase and also the chord type is rarely dominant. For example in 
Figure 10 in the twelfth to thirteenth bar of 'Riverrun', the root movement is Ama9 to Dmi(add9l. The V 
chord in this V-I root movement would traditionally be an A dominant ih chord, however Wheeler 
has used an A major 7th chord with the major 91h. 
II 
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Ama9 Dmi(add9J Al>ma9 
II 
Figure 10. Non-stereotypical chord progressions, Bar 12-16 of 'Riverrun' from the album Around 6 (concert pitch). 
(Sturm, 1997) (Wheeler, 1980) 
A second consistent feature of Wheeler's harmonic language is his use of quartal harmon/ and the 
voicing of melodies and backings in 4ths. Wheeler has stated that he " ... was very much affected by 
Paul Hindemith's "Mathis der Maler. I especially like the quarto/ harmonies ... " {Sturm, 1997} The use 
of quartal harmony is particularly evident in Wheeler's writing for large ensemble. Figure 11 shows 
an extract from Part II of the 'Sweet Time Suite' from the album Music for Large and Small Ensembles 
(1990). The extract shows the trumpet and trombone sections playing a rhythmic backing motif with 
the rhythm section. The trumpets are voiced in 4ths with the 1't and 2"d trumpet playing the top 
voice, and the 3'd and 4th trumpet playing a 4th below. The piano voicing in Figure 11 is an example of 
quartal harmony, with the piano voicing's being based on 4th intervals. In the first two bars the right 
hand plays a 4 note chord built of 2 sets of 4ths, an F# to B, and then a C# to an F# above that. In the 
second two bars of Figure 11 the right hand plays a 3 note chord built of 4ths, an F# to a B, then an E. 
7 Quartal Harmony is a chordal system based on the interval of a perfect 41h. 
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Figure 11. Quartal Harmony in 'Part II: Kind Folk' from the Sweet Time Suite by Kenny Wheeler, bar 9-12, trumpets, 
trombones and rhythm section (concert pitch). (Sturm, 1997} (Wheeler, 1990a} 
~ 
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Wheeler has cited the influence of some renaissance composers on his compositions; 
"I love contrapuntal music, and I was listening to a lot of Byrd, Tallis, Gesualdo when I was 
composing the pieces on !A_ngel Song,' I've been trying to capture the spirit of that era while still 
keeping it jazz." 
(Bambarger, B. 1997, p. 85) 
The influence of these composers manifests itself in Wheeler's consistent use of counterpoint in his 
compositions. 'Three for D'reen' (Figure 12) for example shows the melody in the trumpet with a 
contrapuntal counter-melody in the tenor saxophone. 
8 3 
,-3--, 3 
Figure 12. 'Three for D'reen' from the album Double, Double You by Kenny Wheeler, bar 1-14 (concert pitch). (Sturm, 
1997) (Wheeler, 1984) 
A second example of the Wheeler's use of counterpoint is shown in Figure 13 in the piece 'Nicolette' 
which is an example of imitative polyphony. 'Nicolette' consists of two melodic lines that are based 
on the same melodic material that interact rhythmically and contribute to the outlining of the 
harmony. 
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Figure 13. 'Nicolette' from Angel Song bar 1-29 of the melody and countermelody (concert pitch). (Sturm, 1997) 
(Wheeler, 1997) 
Another example of Wheeler's use of the contrapuntal style is evident in his writing of chorales with 
contrapuntal lines in his large ensemble works. 'Sophie' (shown in Figure 14} from the album Music 
for Large and Small Ensembles is a primary example of this. The chorale in Figure 14 is continued in a 
similar fashion in the saxophone section after this excerpt. 
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Figure 14. Counterpoint in 'Sophie' from the album Music for Large and Small Ensembles by Kenny Wheeler, Bar 1-21 
(concert pitch). (Sturm, 1997) (Wheeler, 1990a) 
As demonstrated in the above analyses and excerpts, Wheeler's consistent use of counterpoint is an 
important aspect of his harmonic language, and an essential component of his compositional voice. 
Another key aspect of Wheeler's harmonic language is his consistent use of particular chord types. 
These chord types include poly-chords (the imposing of triads over different bass notes) as well as 
other specific chord structures and voicings such as altered major chords, extended minor chords 
and suspended dominant chords. 
'1Kenny Wheeler's] harmonic language has been distinguished by synthetic harmonies (triads 
over foreign bass notes for example), altered major type chords (particularly major fh with an 
augmented sth}, extended minor chords (that frequently omit the ih and sometimes lower the 6th 
degree), and dominant structures with suspended 4ths." 
(Sturm, 1997) 
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Wheeler's use of poly-chords is an important characteristic of his harmonic language. The bass note 
is often either a note foreign to the top chord, or a degree of the top chord that is not the tonic. For 
example in Figure 15 the first chord is an Abma7(#s)/G. The bass note G, is the ma7th degree of the 
top chord, Abma7(#s). The interval between the bass note (G) and the root of the top chord (Ab) is 
either a min 9th or a semi-tone, either of these intervals creates dissonance in the harmony. 
A~ma7<#5)jG A~ma7<#5)jG E/F E/F 
t2 I I I I I I I , I I I I I I , I I I I I I I , , , , ,.., l l l ,. l l l t ' l I l t 
m;o Cma7fD Gma7(#5) Cma7JF# 
4 , I I I I / I I I I , I I I I I l I , , I I I , I I , I ' I I I l I ' ' I l l l I 
BP/A Arui(add9) BP/A 
I ""1"1" I Ill rrtrtr 'C' I I 7 I , , r , I 7 I / II 
Figure 15. Poly-Chords: The chord chart of 'May Ride' from the album Around 6 bar 9-20. (Sturm, 1997) (Wheeler, 1980) 
The third chord in Figure 15 is an E/F chord. This specifies that an E major triad be played over an F 
root note. The F is a foreign bass note as it is not part of the top chord, an E major triad. Figure 16 
shows the chord changes for 'Ma Belle Helene' and is another example of Wheeler's extensive use of 
poly-chords, particularly the placing of triads over foreign bass notes. 
MJG AI>JG EJF" E/F~ 
~~ ;I ;I " " I " " ;I jl 1/ " _, _, 1_, _, ;I ;I l l ' l l ' I l l l l l l l 
t"= 
CJF AI> fBI> AI> fBI> 
I ? _, I " _, _, _, 1/ " I I II 7 ,z I t l ' ' l l l l 
-f': GJEI> EI>JD EP/D I / I 1/ I ;I I I " I " / I I " I I l l l l l l l l l 
' 
l 
' 
f~"' CI>JDI> GjF# GjF# _, " _, I " " " ;I I I " l I I " / " I l l l l l l l I ' l l 
,,~, BI>JB D/AI> CJAI>. 
I _, _, 1_, / _, " I " I / I 1/ / I I l l l l ' l l l l l l l 
Al>sus4 Al>sus4 Al>su•-4 Al>sus4 
' 
_, 7 _, _, 1_, _, _, _, 1_, _, _, _, 1_, I _, _, II l l l l l l l l l l l ' l l 
Figure 16. Poly Chords: The chord chart of 'Ma Belle Helene from the album Window in the Window by Kenny Wheeler, 
bar 5-28. (Sturm, 1997) (Wheeler, 1990b) 
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Another characteristic of Kenny Wheeler's harmonic language is the extensive use of certain chord 
types, specifically, major chords with an augmented 51h, major chords with a #111h, extended minor 
chords (e.g. Mi13) and suspended chords. Figure 17 shows the chord changes to 'Blue for Lou' from 
the album Double, Double You in which there are only two chords in the entire chord chart that are 
not either an extended minor chord or a Maj7(#11) chord; in the eighth bar, there is a D13(#11b9), 
and in the sixteenth bar there is an Eb13(#11b9) chord. Figure 16 shows an example of Wheeler's use 
of suspended chords with the last 4 bars of the form being an Absus4 chord. Figure 15 is an example 
of Wheeler's use of augmented major chords, with the first two bars being an Abma7(#5)/G and the 
seventh bar being a Gma7(#5). Wheeler's consistent use of particular chord types such as poly-
chords, Ma7(#11), Ma7(#5), extended minor chords and suspended chords is a key feature of his 
harmonic language, and an important factor in achieving the individual sound of his music. 
F#mi" Ami II Fma9<#11) Dmi13 F#mi11 Ami11 Fma9(#n> Dmi'' 
$t ( p ( li p I! ( p ( II p It 
5 Emili Gmill El>ma9(#1l> Cmil3 Dmill Fmill D>ma13(#1ll DB<#IIi>•> it ( p ( li 10 12 ( 10 ltf 10 
9 Gmill Bl>mill mma9(#11) El>mil3 Gmill Bl>mill Gl>ma•<#ll> El>mi" 
i ( p ( li p It ( 10 ( II 1o It 
13 Fmill Al>mill Ema•<#lll c#mil~ El>mill mmit1 Dmal3(#11) E!>l3(#llp9J it ( p ( li lo I! ( p It p p II 
Figure 17. The chord and rhythm chart of 'Blue for Lou' from the album Double, Double You by Kenny Wheeler. (Sturm, 
1997) (Wheeler, 1984) 
Another important aspect of Wheeler's harmonic technique is the lack of a key-signature in his 
compositions; 
"I never think about key signatures. I never put a key signature on any of my pieces, 
sometimes I try to figure out whqt key they're in at the actual moment .... maybe there's a key 
signature (that) goes through the whole thing. I don't know." 
(Brookmeyer & Wheeler, 2003) 
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By not using a key signature, Wheeler is free of the restrictions of key centers, and this perhaps 
contributes to the constantly changing key centers and often unusual harmonic progressions in his 
compositions. 
As shown in the above analyses, the harmonic techniques employed by Wheeler in his compositions; 
quartal harmony, the use of specific chord types, counterpoint, the consistent use of particular 
chordal movements and the lack of a key signature, are important aspects of his harmonic language, 
and contribute to the distinct sound of Wheeler's music. 
2.3 Structure 
Wheeler's approach to form and structure in his compositions is a further important aspect of his 
compositional technique. The structural techniques evident in his compositions include; 
• extended free improvisation sections or interludes within structured formats such as big 
band; 
• writing of extended and multi themed works; 
• blurring of bar lines through frequently changing time signatures; 
• repeating melodies at different pitches; 
• a non-traditional8 approach to form within his compositions. 
A distinguishing characteristic of Wheeler's music is the use of free 'interludes' within his 
compositions. Wheeler's involvement in the free jazz movement in London and Europe during the 
late 60's influenced his approach to how he structures his large and small group compositions. In his 
1973 big band album Song for Someone Wheeler combines elements of free improvisation into a big 
band format, with the track 'The Good Doctor' beginning with over two minutes of free 
improvisation from saxophone, guitar and piano, utilizing contemporary classical and free jazz 
improvisation techniques. Wheeler said of his use of free improvisation: 
"When I first decided to start a big band in England around 1968, I wanted to ask all my 
favorite players to join it, whether they were bebop players, Dixieland players, free players or 
studio players, and I decided to try to write for these players. I also wanted to get the music 
to the stage where we could do a whole continuous set with no interruption, so I decided to 
8 
'Non-traditional' meaning different to the AABA song form, or head, solo, head format traditionally associated with jazz composition and 
performance. 
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have free interludes between pieces. For me, this worked very well... I always try to have areas 
in my big band music especially for free improvisation. Sometimes this gives the music a kind 
of schizophrenic feel to it, but I have always liked this." 
(Sturm, 1997) 
This mix of free improvisation and structured composition is also apparent on Wheeler's acclaimed 
album for big band, Music for Large and Small Ensembles (1990). Between the 61h and th movements 
of his extended piece 'Sweet Time Suite' there is a two and a half minute free interlude, first by 
trombone, piano and guitar then taken over by the drum kit (these sections are not notated on the 
scores but exist in the only recording of the work). The use of free interludes within structured 
compositions gives Wheelers music a spontaneity and uniqueness that holds the listener's interest 
through unexpected twist and turns. 
The writing of extended works and multi-themed compositions is an essential component of 
Wheeler's structural technique. His debut album for ECM Gnu High included the composition 'Gnu 
Suite', and also the multi-themed 'Heyoke' and his composition for big band 'The Sweet Time Suite' is 
an extended work in seven movements taking up a whole disc on the two disc Music for Large and 
Small Ensembles (1990). Wheeler's extended and multi-themed works often move though several 
different tempos and have multiple melodic themes. In "Heyoke" there are three different melodic 
themes9• The overall form structure of the piece is shown in Figure 18. 'Heyoke' moves through three 
different tempos including sections that have no tempo or are rubato. The piece also has two open 
or free solos, one from the piano (shown in Figure 18 at F) and the other from the drums (shown in 
Figure 18 at L). The use of changing and rubato tempos and open/free solos is an important part of 
Wheeler's structural technique and contributes to the spontaneity of his music. 
9 The three melodic themes can be found notated in Appendix B. 
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Form of 'Heyoke' from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler. 
Time A Theme 1 played by trumpet, backed by piano, bass and drums. Theme 1 is a 36 bar 
form consisting of a 16 bar melody repeated, and a 4 bar tag. 
B Trumpet solo over the form and harmony of Theme 1, repeated 3 times. 
c Piano solo over the form and harmony of Theme 1, repeated 4 times. 
D Bass solo over the form and harmony of Theme 1, repeated twice. 
E Theme 1 repeated, first 16 bars played by piano backed by bass and drums, second 
16 bars played by trumpet backed by piano, bass and drums. The 4 bar tag is then 
repeated four times and fades out into a piano cadenza. 
F Extended solo improvised piano cadenza. 
G Theme 2 played by solo piano. (Out of tempo). 
H Theme 2 is repeated with trumpet playing the melody backed by piano, bass and 
drums. (Out of tempo). 
I Trumpet solo over the form of theme 2 repeated twice 
J Piano solo over the form of theme 2 repeated twice 
K Theme 2 repeated with trumpet playing melody backed by piano, bass and drums. 
L Drum solo. No tempo or harmony, free/open. 
M Theme 3 is played by piano bass drums and trumpet. 
Figure 18. Extended and multi themed works: Form diagram of 'Heyoke' from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler. 
(Wheeler, 1975) 
Wheeler has many time signature changes in his compositions. The time signatures change to suit 
the natural flow of the melodic line. Jazz writer and educator Fred Sturm said in an interview with 
Wheeler in 1997; 
"Frequent meter changes don't burden your [Kenny Wheeler] lines or phrase constructions, 
and the resulting combination of elements tends to organically 'blur' the bar lines." 
(Sturm, 1997) 
The frequently changing time signatures give the affect of blurring the bar lines for example 'Blue for 
Lou' (Figure 19) from the album Double Double You has two phrases of 25 beats in length with those 
25 beats grouped into bars of 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 2 ,3, 4. The harmonic rhythm is shown in the piano and 
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bass parts and the melody in the trumpet and counter melody in the tenor saxophone flow 
seamlessly over the top . 
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Figure 19. Frequent time signature changes in 'Blue for lou' from the album Double, Double You by Kenny Wheeler, bar 
1-16 (concert pitch). 
The repeating of melodies at different pitches is a key feature of Wheeler's compositional structure. 
His repeating of melodies at different pitches could be considered a 1key change' however Wheeler 
never uses key signatures and refers to this technique as repeating melodies at a different pitch. 
Wheeler spoke about his realization that he uses this technique in an interview on the DVD attached 
to the album Island that he recorded with Bob Brockmeyer in 2003; 
"Like most of my pieces, the second half is in a different-pitch to the first half I didn't really 
realize I was doing that for a lot of years until maybe 10 years ago I thought 'Oh thaes what I 
do.' And I was unhappy to know that because I don't like to know what I do, /like to think it's 
instinctive. I know I have a system but I don't really want to know what the system is." 
(Brockmeyer & Wheeler, 2003) 
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Wheeler's melodies don't usually have a specific key center and they often resolve in a way that the 
melody is repeated at a different pitch. This is achieved through the end of the melody resolving in a 
different key center to the beginning of the melody. Examples of melodies being repeated at 
different pitches include; 13/4 in the Afternoon' from the album Deer Wan (1977), and 'May Ride' 
from the album Around 6 (1980). 'Blue for Lou' (Figure 19) from the album Double Double You 
(1983), is another example of Wheeler repeating melodies at different pitches. At A in Figure 19 the 
trumpet melody starts on an E natural, and then at B the melody starts on an F natural. The harmony 
of the melody at A resolves to repeat the melody up a semitone at B. There is no specific point where 
there is a key change, the harmony of the melody simply resolves so that B is up a semitone from A. 
Wheeler's non-traditional approach to form is a significant aspect of his structural technique. His 
compositions often have several different sections with changing tempos, changing time signatures 
and new melodic material. The composition 'Riverrun' (shown in Figure 20) from the album Around 6 
(1980) is an example of Wheeler's non-traditional approach to form. The melody of 'Riverrun' moves 
through four different tempos; 
starting rubato or out of tempo at A, 
moving to a fast swing at B, 
back to rubato halfway through B 
two bars of fast 6/8, 
back to the fast swing feel. 
Wheelers frequent use of tempo changes contributes to the spontaneity of his music. The melodic 
material of 'Riverrun' has a 16 bar melody at A followed by a completely new 19 bar melodic idea 
based on 4ths at B. Halfway through B where the melody moves back into rubato, a second 4th based 
melody is introduced which moves into the two 6/8 bars and then into fast swing followed by solos. 
The form of 'Riverrun' could be described as; 
A- B - C- Solos over A- Melody A repeated 
When the form shown above is considered with the frequent tempo changes employed in 'Riverrun', 
the structure is quite different to the form often heard in more traditional jazz composition such as 
song form (AABA). 
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Figure 20. Non-traditional approach to form: Score of 11Riverrun" from the album Around 6 by Kenny Wheeler (concert 
pitch). (Sturm, 1997) (Wheeler, 1980) 
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As discussed above, the incorporation of extended free sections or interludes into his compositions, 
writing of extended and multi themed works, blurring of bar lines through frequently changing time 
signatures, repeating melodies at different pitches and a non-traditional approach to form within his 
compositions, are all important aspects of Kenny Wheeler's structural technique. The use of these 
structural techniques within his compositions contributes to the individual sound of Wheeler's music. 
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Chapter 3 
What follows is a discussion of my creative work, a 5 part suite called A Suite State of Repair, and the 
integration of aspects of Kenny Wheeler's compositional technique into my creative process. The 
exegesis is structured as follows; 
• A brief outline of the context of the work; 
• A discussion of the overall structure and how it relates to my research on Kenny Wheeler; 
• A discussion of each of the five parts of A Suite State of Repair in terms of the creative 
process, compositional techniques used, and how the creative process and compositional 
techniques relate to my research on Kenny Wheeler. 
I regularly refer to the score of A Suite State of Repair which can be found at Appendix C (Page 56) 
and refer to specific bar numbers, all of which are clearly marked on the score. This chapter should 
be read in conjunction with the recording of A Suite State of Repair attached as Appendix D. 
3.1 Context 
A Suite State of Repair was written in the context of my research on the melodic, harmonic and 
structural techniques employed in the compositions of Kenny Wheeler and the integration of these 
techniques into my creative process. The piece explores the concept of breaking something apart 
and putting it back together again through music. This idea of the breaking and mending came from 
Wheeler's structural technique of using free interludes within his large and small group 
compositions. I felt this concept allowed me to explore the structural technique of using free 
interludes in a coherent way in one large extended work for jazz ensemble. Each of the five parts of A 
Suite State of Repair explore the use of one or more of Wheeler's melodic, harmonic and structural 
techniques. 
A Suite State of Repair was written for a mixture of jazz orchestra and small jazz ensemble. The first 
two parts, 'The Beginning' and 'The Breaking' are written for a chamber jazz ensemble10 and the last 
two parts, 'The Mending' and 'The Ending' are written for jazz orchestra11• 'The Broken' (Part Ill) is 
10 
'The Beginning' (Part I} is scored for two flugelhorns, alto, tenor and baritone saxophone, trombone and piano, guitar, bass drums. 'The 
Breaking' (Part II} is scored for the same instruments plus flute, clarinet and a second trombone. 
11 Jazz orchestra consisted off: 3 flutes, 1 clarinet, 5 saxophones, 3 trombones, 2 bass trombones, 5 trumpets, piano, guitar, bass and 
drums. 
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the free interlude that involves a small jazz group of piano, bass, drums, trumpet and tenor 
saxophone. My reasoning behind having a smaller group for the first two parts was to be able to 
explore a more contrapuntal style of writing and also due to restricted rehearsal time with the jazz 
orchestra. 'The Broken' was played by a small group of selected musicians who have the experience 
and capabilities to perform free improvisation. 
3.2 Structure 
The structure of A Suite State of Repair centers on the concept of 'breaking' and 'mending'. The work 
is a suite in five parts: 'The Beginning' (Part 1), 'The Breaking' (Part II), 'Broken' (Part Ill), 'The 
Mending' (Part IV) and 'The Ending' (Part V). An overview of the overall structure of the suite is 
shown in Figure 21. I decided to write one extended work in the form of a suite as a way of exploring 
the structural techniques discussed in Chapter 2.3. A Suite State of Repair contains several tempo 
changes, rubato sections and improvised cadenzas (shown in Figure 21), and these structural 
techniques will be discussed with reference to each of the movements of A Suite State of Repair. 
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Time Bar No. Tempo Form Instrumentation 
1 =120 'The Beginning' (Part I) Alto, tenor and baritone saxophone, 2 Flugelhorn, 
A, A, B, trombone, piano, guitar, bass and drums. 
=130 4 bar tag, A, B. 
74 Flugelhorn solo 
138 Pause Flugelhorn Cadenza 
141 =200 New bass feel 
149 Piano melody: ABAB 
207 Repeats last 4 bars of B at different times in 
the piano, flugelhorn and alto saxophone 
245 Rubato 'The Breaking' (Part II) Solo Flugelhorn Flute, clarinet, alto, tenor and baritone saxophone, 
melody A 2 Flugelhorn, trombone, piano, guitar, bass and 
drums. 
255 Rubato Piano tag with drum colors 
260 Rubato Tenor saxophone melody A1 with piano and 
drums 
270 =90 Tenor plays A, trumpet plays A' as a counter 
melody and trombone plays a second 
countermelody 
287 =90 Bass guitar play melody A1 and clarinet and 
piano play a new counter melody 
Time signature changes 
298 =90 Piano Solo 
343 Pause Short piano cadenza 
344 =90 Variation of melody A and A' as a 
countermelody over new piano/bass motif 
365 =90 Tenor saxophone solo 
400 No Tempo 'The Broken' (Part Ill) 
Free interlude, with form/intensity graph as 
score (No bar numbers) 
401 =180 'The Mending' (Part IV) Jazz orchestra 
409 Melody A introduced 
420 Melody A with counter-melody A 
432 Melody A with counter-melody A' and 
counter-melody B 
441 Melody A with counter-melody c and 
counter-melody B1 
449 Melody B with backing figures 
476 Tenor sax solo 
541 Melody A with answering 
countermelodies/variations on melody A 
576 Melody B with counter melodies and backing 
figures 
594 Extended 'The Ending' (Part V) Solo Piano 
Pause Extended improvised piano cadenza 
595 Rubato Piano states melodic theme for 'The Ending' Solo Piano 
622 =70 Ensemble repeats melodic theme for 'The Jazz Orchestra 
Ending' 
Figure 21. Form/Structure table of A Suite State of Repair. 
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3.3 ' Th e Beg inning' (Pa r t I) from A Suite State of Repa i r 
'The Beginning' (Part I) wa s written for small jazz ensemble and features the flugelhorn in a solo and 
cadenza. The movement explores Wheeler's techniques of melodic sequence, ih intervals within 
melodies, counterpoint, the use of poly-chords, changing tempos and the repeating of melodies at 
different pitches. 
My compositional process in relation to the melody for all five parts of A Suite State of Repair was 
focused on creating strong, memorable and emotiona lly evocative melodies. Wheeler spoke of his 
love of beautiful melodies in an interview with Fred Sturm in 1997 and his music reflects this. The 
melodic material for The Beginning' was developed from a section of a pitch-module12 that was one 
of many pages I wrote during the development stage of the piece. This pitch-module technique is 
one of Bob Brookmeyer's compositional tools (Francis, 2004). The pitch module I used as the basis 
for the melodic material in 'The Beginning is shown in Figure 22 with the section I used indicated in 
the red box. I used the pitch module system to try to write something new that I hadn't perhaps 
heard or written before. The process involved my sitting down and writing out pages of 12 tone rows 
away from the piano and not trying to write melodies in particular, just trying to exp lore different 
intervals. Another advantage of the pitch-module process was that it took my melodies out of being 
trapped in one key center or scale/mode, which was a problem I had encountered in the past. 
tl• ~· • • G• b. I ~ . "· • • =· b. 
Figure 22. 12 tone row from which the melody of 'The Beginning' was created . Red box indicates the section of the tone 
row used to create the melodic material of 'The Beginning'. 
In creating the melody for 'The Beginning', I took the sect ion of the pitch-module indicated in the 
red box (Figure 22L and repeated it down a 51h, creating a melodic sequence. Figure 23 shows the 
melody of 'The Beginning' and conta ins several examples of melodic sequence; 
Phrase A is sequenced in Phrase A1 
Phrase B is sequenced in Phrase 81 and then again in Phrase 82 
Phrase C is sequenced in Phrase Cl 
PhraseD is sequenced in Phrase Dl and 02 
12 Bob Brookmeyer's pitch module system is based on the serial music 12 tone system, but has more freedom and is more a system for 
generating new material than a strict compositional ideal/process. 
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The melody of 'The Beginning' also contains frequent major and minor ih intervals, shown in Figure 
23 indicated by red boxes. 
I ""'"' 
--@g1r rl 
I 1-- """'" I JEj r· ¢Wit!£]) 
J 1 .. 
Figure 23. Melody from 'The Beginning'. Incidence of major and minor ih intervals shown in red boxes, melodic 
sequence phrases indicated by black brackets. 
The harmonic language used in 'The Beginning' is heavily influenced by my research into Wheeler's 
harmonic techniques. I focused on incorporating poly-chords and other specific chord structures such 
as Ma7(uu), extended minor and suspended chords, which are integral to Wheeler's harmonic 
language. There are several examples of this in Figure 24 which shows bar 46 - 61 of the chord 
progression of 'The Beginning'. The first eight bars of the extract (bar 46 -53) is two bars of Bbmajl(#lll, 
followed by two bars of B7(b95" 54 ) and then two bars of Ebmaj7(#11) followed by two bars of E7(b9'"'4l. The 
second eight bars of the extract (ba rs 54- 61) contain an example of an extended minor chord, Am 11, 
and also several examples of poly-chords. In bar 55 the chord is cm•/Ab which is an example of a poly-
chord with a root note that is not part of the top chord, i.e. Ab is not part of a em• triad. 
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t) 
Figure 24. Chord chart to bars 46-61 of 'The Beginning' 
The use of counterpoint is also evident in 'The Beginning' . I focused on writing counterpoint by not 
using any rhythm section or chordal instruments in the first section. Through not being able to rely 
on the support of bass lines or piano/guitar chords to outline the harmony, I was forced to write 
. 
I 
. 
I 
I . II l 
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single line contrapuntal counter melodies to outline the harmony. This is shown in bars 1 to 41 of the 
score in Appendix C (pg 56 to 58). 
In 'The Beginning' I also tried to explore the idea of moving through different key centers without any 
obvious key changes and not allowing the melody to be trapped in one key center. I did this by not 
using a key signature and through this, felt completely freed of the need to think about key centers in 
my compositions. I applied the concept of not using key signatures to all of A Suite State of Repair 
except 'The Ending' where it made sense to use a key signature as the harmony stayed within 
particular key centers for longer periods of time. 
Wheeler's structural technique of repeating melodies at different pitches is also incorporated in 'The 
Beginning'. Bar's 17-41 (pg 57-58 in Appendix C) states the melody starting on a concert E flat, and 
then the melody is repeated in bars 46 -70 (pg 58-80) starting on a concert E natural. 'The Beginning' 
moves through three different tempos and also has a trumpet cadenza. The use of different tempos 
shows the integration of techniques examined in my research on Kenny Wheeler into my creative 
process. 
3.4 'The Breaking' (Part II) from A Suite State of Repair 
'The Breaking' (Part II) is composed for small jazz ensemble and incorporates additive melody, 
counterpoint, quartal harmony and the blurring of bar lines through frequently changing time 
signatures. My approach to writing the melody for 'The Breaking' was to create a particularly 
melancholy, heart-wrenching sound, and also to include the technique of additive melody. Through 
experimentation at the piano, I found that having a minor chord with a b13th (creating a minor gth 
interval with the 51h degree of the chord) created the sound I was looking for. This led me to the first 
melodic fragment of 'The Beginning', which is a movement from the b13th to the 51h of an Ami91 bl3) 
chord (Shown in Figure 25). 
Figure 25. Melodic fragment of 'The Breaking' from A Suite State of Repair. 
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I then gradually expanded this fragment to create the full melody. This is shown in Figure 26 where 
Al is an expansion of A, A2 an expansion of Al, A3 is an expansion of A2 etc. The use of additive 
melody contributed to the tension and melancholy of the 'The Breaking'. 
0A~--~-, Al .~--------00M----------~---------=4~t=-W 11,=~%>-1=--f.\------,l lp$ f.\ I ~l: .. I>~ ~ E ~ j:: I '=±: r [' I 1:: F r F r I L F r F r [ I L r 
• 11 ~82----------~----~----~-. ~----r.;:l l r f.\ 1 1 f.\ ~~ ~ri> .... -f[; Pr~ 1 ~ f' r 1 cor r 1 ERtf r r 1 ERtf r r 1 11 1 11 
Figure 26. Additive melody in 'The Breaking' from A Suite State of Repair. 
Counterpoint and quartal harmony were two of Wheeler's harmonic techniques that I integrated into 
'The Breaking' and this is shown in Figure 27. The melody in the guitar (and doubled down the octave 
in the bass13 ) is accompanied by an answering contrapuntal counter-melody in the piano right hand 
which is doubled in the clarinet part. When the two melodies join together briefly in bars 290 to 291, 
and from bars 295 to 297, they are voiced a perfect 41h apart, giving an example of quartal harmony. 
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Figure 27. Counterpoint and quartal harmony in 'The Breaking' from A Suite State of Repair (concert pitch). 
13 Guitar and Double Bass both sound an octave lower than written. 
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The blurring of bar lines through frequently changing time signatures is an aspect of Kenny Wheeler's 
compositional technique that I used in 'The Breaking'. An example of this is shown in Figure 28 where 
I molded the time signatures to fit the melody rather than trying to fit the melody into a time 
signature. Frequently changing time signatures give the effect of 'blurring' of bar lines by not 
allowing in constant pulse grouping for the listener to latch onto. For instance, if a piece is in 4/4 
eventually the listener will be able to pick up on and latch onto that pulse grouping of 4 beats in a 
bar. Figure 28 also presents another example of counterpoint, with the tenor saxophone playing the 
melody and the trumpet playing a counter-melody, and also the piano and bass providing 
contrapuntal interaction with the melody and countermelody . 
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Figure 28. Time signature changes and counterpoint in 'The Breaking' bars 352-364 (concert pitch). 
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'The Breaking' and 'Broken' (Part Ill) are blurred together by the tenor saxophone improvisation. I did 
this to give the effect of the piece gradually breaking apart through having one aspect of 'The 
Breaking' continue through the start of 'Broken'. 
3.5 'Broken' (Part Ill) from A Suite State of Repair 
I explored the concept of breaking and mending through the use of a 'free interlude' which is 
'Broken' (Part Ill). As the composer I faced an obstacle in this section in that while Wheeler is able to 
exert a certain degree of control over his free interludes by participating in them as an improviser, I 
was not able to interact as an improviser in this movement. I compromised by writing an 'intensity 
and structural chart' (see Appendix C pg 79-80) of the free interlude whereby I could exert some 
control over the outcome of the section, while still keeping it essentially 'free'. 
In the intensity and structural chart I was able to indicate where I wanted the performers to enter 
and exit the improvisation, and also and what intensity level I wanted them to play at. I did this by 
using crescendo and decrescendo lines to indicate whether they (the improviser) should be 
increasing (crescendo line) or decreasing (decrescendo line) the intensity of their playing. By intensity 
I mean not only dynamic level, but also level of dissonance, quality of tone and frequency of notes. I 
feel that the chart was effective in controlling the form of the piece but the performance on the night 
was not a complete success. This will be discussed further in my research outcomes. 
3.6 'The Mending' (Part IV) from A Suite State of Repair 
'The Mending' was written for jazz orchestra and features the tenor saxophone as a soloist. The 
movement contains several examples of the integration of Kenny Wheeler's melodic, harmonic and 
structural techniques into my own creative process. The movement is meant to be the mending not 
only in the sense that it comes out of the free section and back into written music, but that it moves 
gradually from sad, angst through to a happy, tonal and joyful ending that leads into 'The Ending'. 
The melodic and harmonic material for 'The Mending' grew from one seed, a Maj7(#ll) chord. The 
opening is a pedal on Bb but when the melody is introduced by the tenor saxophone, it is based on 
the E Lydian scale meaning the harmony created is a poly-chord, an Ema7(#1ll chord over a Bb pedal 
(Ema7(#1l)/Bb, the Bb being the #111h degree of the chord. The use of the Bb pedal also created 
dissonance and tension through creating a minor gth interval with the melody when the melody lands 
on a B natural in bar 422. 
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In 'The Mending', I based the melody in the extensions of the harmony (Figure 29) through the focus 
note of the melodic phrase being based in the extension s. The instances of the melody notes being 
based in the extensions are indicated by the red boxes labeled 1 to 4. In the red box labeled 1, the 
melody holds an Ab, which is the #11th degree of the chord Dma7(mJ. In box number 2, the melody 
lands on the b7th degree of the Dbmin11 chord. In box number three the melody lands on the #11th 
degree of the Gbmap(mJ chord and in the fourth box the melody lands on the 9th degree of the Fm11 
chord . 
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Figure 29. Melody based in the extensions, specific chord movements, melodic sequence and 7'h intervals in 'The 
Mending' from A Suite State of Repair (Bar 449 -456). 
Figure 29 also demonstrates my exploration of a specific harmonic movement that I found in many of 
Wheeler's compositions, the movement from a Maj 7(mJ chord down a semitone to a Mi 11 chord. In 
bars 449 to 452 of the extract in Figure 29 the harmony moves from a Dma7(mJ down a semitone to a 
Dbmin11, and in bars 453 to 356, the harmony moves from a Gbmap(#llJ chord down a semitone to an 
Fm11 chord. 
Figure 29 also presents an example of melodic sequence, with the phrase from bar 449 to 452 
(marked Phrase A), being sequenced in the following four bars (bar 453 to 456 marked Phrase Al ). 
There are also instances of the use of ih intervals in the melody in Figure 29, indicated by red circles 
in bar 451 and bar 455. When writing this section, I did not consciously aim to include all of these 
techniques in the one 8 bar section, but in my post analysis of the work, I discovered that this section 
contained all these techniques. This suggests the study of Kenny Wheeler's music has greatly 
influenced my creative process. I think this is a positive outcome as I feel the study of the techniques 
has greatly increased the melodic and harmonic strength and coherence in my compositions. 
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The form of 'The Mending starts with the introduction of the melody, which is repeated with 
different counter-melodies. The use of contrapuntal counter-melodies comes from the influence of 
Wheeler's compositions on my creative process. Figure 30 shows the counter-melodies that occur 
from bar 419 to 448. Bar 420 shows the first counter-melody and a second counter-melody is 
introduced at bar 432 with the first countermelody being repeated and developed. Bar 441 sees the 
repetition of the countermelody introduced at 432, and the introduction of third counter-melody. 
The three different countermelodies heard with the initial melody (in the top line of Figure 30} are an 
example of the use of counterpoint in my composition, which is the result of studying the music of 
Kenny Wheeler. 
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(Figure continued over page) 
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438 
------
446 
Figure 30. Counterpoint in 'The Mending' from A Suite State of Repair (concert pitch). 
Figure 31 also shows an example of counterpoint in 'The Mending' but with the counter-melodies 
being an example of imitative polyphony. The top line states the original melody (though now in a 
different key center to the beginning of the piece) and the second and third lines show two different 
counter-melodies, both of which a based on the same material as the original melody, but interact 
rhythmically and harmonically. 
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Figure 31. Counterpoint in 'The Mending' from A Suite State of Repair (concert pitch). 
In my voicings for the large ensemble in 'The Mending', I focused on using quartal harmony. Figure 
32 shows an example of this in the trumpet voicing. Each of the voicings shown in Figure 32 is based 
on the interval of a perfect 4th, for example the first chord (the upbeat to bar 524) has a perfect 4th 
interval between the 1st and 2nd trumpet and the 3'd and 4th trumpet with the 5th trumpet doubling 
the 1st and 2nd trumpet down the octave. On beats 4-and and 5 in bar 524, there is a perfect 4th 
interval between the 1st and 2nd trumpet, the 2nd and 3'd trumpet and the 4th and 5th trumpet. 
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Figure 32. Quartal harmony in 'The Mending' from A Suite State of Repair (concert pitch). 
The use of quartal harmony in my voicings for large ensemble resulted from my study of Wheeler's 
large ensemble works such as 'The Sweet Time Suite'. Wheeler's voicings for trumpets in particular 
were often in 4ths and this creates a more open sound by having 4ths (an open sounding interval) at 
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the top of the voicings. As shown through the above analyses, I successfully incorporated aspects of 
Kenny Wheeler's compositional technique into my creative process for 'The Mending'. 
3.7 'The Ending' (Part V) from A Suite State Repair 
'The Ending' starts with an improvised piano cadenza that is meant to be an improvised 
'recapitulation'. The pianist was given a melody and chord chart for the main theme of each of the 
sections I, II and IV (Ill being a free section) and then plays the written theme for V after the 
extended improvisation. I think the use of an improvised piano cadenza in 'The End ing' was an 
effect ive tool in tying the whole suite together, whilst also utilizing the spontaneity and energy of 
improvisation. After the piano cadenza and melody statement, the full band then plays a chorale of 
the theme of 'The Ending' and this tonal, and joyful ending is the completion of the 'putting back 
together'. 
'The Ending' contains examples of melodic sequence and th intervals in the melody both of which 
are shown in Figure 33 which presents the first part of the melody of 'The Ending'. Phrase A is 
sequenced down a semi-tone in phrase Al and the circled intervals indicate incidences of the use of 
th intervals in the melody. 
A Ascondinc Mi7th 
J 1,] 
Ascondinr Mi7th Al 
J 
tJ ------
J 
Ascondinr M17th 
Figure 33. Melodic sequence in the melody of 'The Ending' from Suite State of Repair in Five Parts. 
The chord types used in 'The Ending' almost all utilize the upper extensions of the harmony with 
many instances of Ma/(ml, Min11, Min9, and also add9 chords shown in Figure 34. I feel that the 
frequent use of extended chords gives depth and color to my harmonic language. 
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Figure 34. Extended chords in 'The Ending' from A Suite State of Repair. 
The second half of 'The Ending' is written in the style of a chorale and uses contrapuntal techniques 
to outline the harmony. Figure 35 shows the start of the chorale with the 2"ct trumpet playing the 
melody accompanied by the trombones with rhythm section, then the remaining trumpets, 
woodwinds and saxophones are gradually added. The trombone's voices have some contrapuntal 
movement at the start and then in bar 626 the trumpets enter with a contrapuntal counter-melody 
line. In Bar 631 the woodwinds enter with a contrapuntal counter melody followed by the 
saxophones in bar 632. The instruments all come together in block voicing style in bar 634 and 
continue in this way until the end of the piece. Figure 35 also presents an example of changing time 
signatures to suit the melody in 'The Ending', with bar 631 being a 5/4 bar (changed from 4/4) in 
order to allow the melody and countermelodies to flow naturally. In my creative process for 'The 
Ending' I successfully incorporated aspects of Wheeler's compositional technique, and this is shown 
through the above analyses and excerpts. 
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Figure 35. Counterpoint and changing time signatures in 'The Ending' (bar622- 634) (transposed score). 
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Research Outcomes 
In this research project I set out to give a brief biography of Kenny Wheeler, analyse his melodic, 
harmonic and structural techniques, and then integrate these techniques into my creative process. 
The integration of the techniques of melodic sequence, additive melody and the use of 71h intervals 
took my composition in a new direction that wouldn't have occurred had I not consciously applied 
these techniques. Basing my melodies in the extensions of the harmony helped create the open 
sound that so appealed to me in Wheeler's music. While not a technique employed by Kenny 
Wheeler, I feel the use of the Bob Brookmeyer's pitch-module process also had a positive effect in 
taking my melodies in new directions. 
I set out to expand my harmonic language, and move away from being trapped in particular key 
centers. The integration of aspects of Wheeler's harmonic technique helped me achieve this. I feel 
that specifically focusing on using poly-chords, Ma 7(#1ll, extended minor, suspended chords and 
quartal harmony has made my harmonic language more complex and introduced more interesting 
harmonic colors into my music. The use of counterpoint to create harmony has really helped move 
my music away from a vertical, chordal approach, to a horizontal, melodic approach. Also, by not 
using a key signature, I felt freed of the need to even think about key centers and as a result, the 
chordal movements in A Suite State of Repair were very much removed from the traditional ii-V-1 
chord movement associated with jazz composition. 
Structurally, I feel that A Suite State of Repair was a successful exploration of the concept of 
'breaking something apart and putting it back together.' Writing a suite allowed me to do this. The 
use of open solos, improvised cadenzas and free improvisation gave my composition more structural 
interest and also pushed me to write in new ways to move in and out of those sections. However, the 
outcome of the performance of 'Broken' was not a complete success as I felt that certain sections of 
the 'chart' were going on too long, but I was unable to make eye contact with the musician involved 
to indicate I wanted it to move along quicker. However, had I been playing in the free interlude, (as 
Kenny Wheeler plays in his) I would have been able to have a much greater influence on the 
outcome. Also the performance did not follow exactly the structural/intensity chart that I had 
written. The bass ostinato that was meant to blur into 'The Mending' did not start until after the 
pianist and trumpet player had finished, so there was a moment of silence that was unintended. 
Once again had I been playing in the free interlude, I would have been able to have more control on 
the outcome. I still feel the overall concept of having a free interlude within the piece was a 
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successful one, but perhaps would've been more effective had I been able to exert more control over 
the performance. 
I feel that by allowing the melody to control the time signature, rather than the time signature 
control the melody created sections of frequently changing time signatures gave my melodic 
phrasing a more natural flow. 
In A Suite State of Repair, I successfully incorporated aspects of Kenny Wheeler's compositional 
technique into my creative process to create an extended work that explores the concept of breaking 
something apart, and putting it back together. The integration of Wheeler's melodic, harmonic and 
structural techniques into A Suite State of Repair helped to expand my melodic and harmonic 
strength and coherence and structural complexity. In the future I hope to combine what I have learnt 
from Wheeler's compositions with many different influences to create my own unique musical voice. 
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Appendix A 
Kenny Wheeler Selected Discography 
As a leader: 
Windmill Tilter (1968) 
Song for So(l)eone (1973) 
Gnu High (1975) 
Kenny Wheeler Quintet (1976) 
Deer Wan (1978) 
Around 6 (1980) 
Double, Double You (1984) 
Flutter by, Butterfly (1987) 
Music for Large & Small Ensembles 
(1990) 
The Widow in the Window (1990) 
Kayak (1992) 
Angel Song (1997) 
Long Time Ago (1999) 
Dream Sequence (2003) 
Island (with Bob Brookmeyer) (2003) 
Where do we go from here? (with John 
Taylor) (2004) 
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What Now? (2005) 
It Takes Two (2006) 
Other People (2008) 
As sideman: 
Ronnie Scott & The Band - Live at Ronnie 
Scott's (1968) 
Karyobin (1968) with the Spontaneous 
Music Ensemble 
The Baptised Traveller (1969) with Tony 
Oxley 
New York, Fall 1974 (1974), Five Pieces 
1975 (1975) with Anthony Braxton 
Live in Berlin (1981) with the United Jazz 
and Rock Ensemble 
Jumpin' In (1983), Seeds of Time (1984), 
The Razor's Edge (1987) with the Dave 
Holland Quintet 
Art and Aviation (1992) with Jane Ira 
Bloom 
The Nearness (1995) with Jane Ira Bloom 
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Appendix B 
Melodic Themes from "Heyoke" by Kenny Wheeler 
Theme # 1 from "Heyoke" 
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,a, ~ 1'C!t et JJ ld. I iJ,J.d_l J.d. I f'· II t t hPI ETtr a I r 11( If" rt I t 7~P·I CJ'C 11F4'd•p I 
& r~t!r 1 r'· 1 rj·ffEtJI~rr 11'L!t er iJ 1Ju1. 1 &Jd.l a. d. 1 ( ttr 11"r"'lRtr 1 v: 1y " 
8 
Theme 1 from 'Heyoke' from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler. (Wheeler, 1975) 
Theme #2 from "Heyoke" 
Kermy Wheeler 
II 
Theme 2 from 'Heyoke' from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler. (Wheeler, 1975) 
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Theme #3 from "Heyoke" 
Kenny Wheeler 
Theme #3 from "Heyoke" from the album Gnu High by Kenny Wheeler. (Wheeler, 1975) 
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Appendix C The Score of A Suite State of Repair 
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1\ 
mp 
Bari 
.~ 
1\ 
Flgl. 1 
u 
(\ 
Flgl. 2 
~ I I ~t:--:----
Tbn. 1 : 
(\'"">, ~~ ba ~~ ~,9- ~~· 
mp 
~.r--,L~-,9-~ 
Gtr. 
~ ~t #r~~~#~.,L ~.,<!-· (\~,9-~ ..... ~, .. ~ ~ ..... · ..... /.1 • 
Pno. { ~. BPmlljE> A>mnfr>T BPm11/E> A>m 11/E> B>ISUS4)jE> T 
~~· b .. A,mlljE> 
Bs. : 
I Simi/ie ad lib 
Dr. 
67 
175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 
~~ ll~.n X 0 ,.-----......., 
Alto Sax. 
@.) 
mp ll ~-l'l~-?- ....... n-. ~ 'h 111.-C ~ .. 
Tenor 1 
@.) 
mp m.f 
ll ~ JL. 
Bari 
,@.) 
mp m.f 
ll 
Flgl. 1 
@.) 
ll 
~ 
Flgl. 2 
@.) ~~~t It: t ~ ~~· mp m.f ~ ~~ I h.< ffi'o ~'~":' 
Tbn. l : 
mp m.f 
il'?-~n~ .. ~ ~ :r;-, 
Gtr 
@.) interpret melody 
ll ~11'" ~.,'!.· 
' 
~11'" , .. ~ 
~ { ~, ~ L--3__1 F'<P;:S4J ---------Emaj7(#11) Amaj7(#11J Pno 
Emaj7<#11J f7(P9SUS4) Amaj7(#11) 
~~~. ~~~. ~~f:. .~~f:. 
Bs : 
Similie 
Dr 
183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 
ll 
Alto Sax. 
@.) 
ll~ ... .. n-. h 
Tenor 1 
@.) 
mp m.f 
ll~ .. 
Bari 
,@.! 
mp m.f I 
ll 
Flgl. l 
@.) 
ll 
~ 
Flgl. 2 
@.) mp m.f I ~ 
':e. 
.... ~11'"' ~~ ~£ .0. ..£. ca., 
Tbn. 1 : 
ll 
mp m.f 
Gtr 
@.) 
ll ~ ~ ~ h.---..,..,, .... h ... 
-----{ ~,~ Bp7(P9SU.:i) ..._ EPmll - GOjD GjDP E/C Pno 
Bp7(P9SUS4) EPmll GP/D 
~ .. 
GjDP ~'I": ~L EjC ~ ... .. 
Bs : 
Similie Ad Lib I I I I I I 
Dr 
68 
191 192 
fl 
Alto Sax 
@.) 
() 
~ 
Tenor 1 
@.) 
fl 
Bari 
~ 
,@.) 
() 
Flgl. 1 
@.) 
() 
Flgl. 2 
u~ 
~ 
Tbn. 1 : 
() 
Gtr 
u 
fl ~ .. 
-----------
Pno { ~. Bo<SUS4) 
Bs 
Dr 
Alto Sax. 
Tenor 1 
Bari 
Flgl. 1 
Flgl. 2 
Tbn. 1 
Gtr 
Pno 
Bs 
Dr 
BO(SUS4) 
. 
: 
199 
------
f"l H~ ;:, 
u 
fl+lc<" h 
@.) 
() 
,u 
1\ 
@.) 
() 
u 
~ ~ 
: 
()~-a-~ 
u 
fl .fll-• ~ .p-' 
~ 
~. 
200 
II 
II 
.p.. 
'(? 
{ ~. Am lifE BmllfE r I 
. ~· 
: 
_'fit 
Ill_ 
193 194 195 196 197 198 
~ ~ 
rnp 
> 
-
--
1l r::.. 
£E 
-==== rnp > 
£E 
-==== rnp 
I 
fE> 
-==== rnp -~=,;r-,--
""'h .a: ? n .0: ~-(?' 
£E 
-==== rnp 
.r---o k ~~_a_ • 
rnp 
1:' _£"'~ .. _E' £~~~~ 
t.___:3---J Am lifE BmllJE 
AmlljE 
~L ~. ~~~: _L 
201 
~ 
-(?' -e-
-e- ~· 
111-Z :,.,. 
~.0: ~ 
~~· 
.. 
-"'>. 1l . 
L_3__j 
202 
Am11/E B(SUS4)jE 
Similie ad lib 
Pedal onE I 
203 204 205 206 
~~~ 
.i±..--6 _0 _0 _0 
H..i !"-.<" 1'.<" i... ~~ 
rnp 
--
--,,._.- ,.--- :::--
~ r:e. ~ -e- ~ -e-
rnp 
fl-,...--..fl- #~?-~ .. ~ 
-------
I 
69 
207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 
~~ ll #.n; X r. ~~ ii.-> X r. #., 1< .• 1<. 
Alto Sax 
0!) 
(l --:a- '¥ -a- 17-a- -a-
Tenor 1 
0!) 
ll ,...- ,...- !-..., l11~ 
Bari 
,0!) 
(l 
F1gl. 1 
0!) 
(l 
F1gl. 2 
II!)~ ll.o. ~ ·..__.:!'· ~ l!"*'ii" r t: ""-(· H+__. -a- -a- .0. 
= 
-a-
- - -
Tbn. 1 : 
tl~ .p. fr a II. a II. II. 
Gtr 
II!) 
ll {u U r 7J· -:tty· B(SUS4)jE ..,. __ y 
· : Am11/E Bm11/E Am11/E Emll Pno 
Bs : 
Pedal onE 
Dr 
215 216 217 218 219 220 221 
~(l 
-
!! ... .. !! .• 
Alto Sax 
II!) ..___, 
ll 
Tenor 1 
0!) 
(l 
Bari 
,II!) 
11 
F1gl. 1 
0!) 
(l 
F1gl. 2 
II!)'! 
.. I ~· H"*" r .... .... - H"*.._ v--#~ -a- #~ ~ 
Tbn.1 : 
(l 
Gtr 
0!) 
f "*.._:!"-" r 7J· ~~· .... ..._ ~ ...... r q ..... AmlljE BmlljE Am11JE'-' B(SUS4)jE Em11 AmlljE Pno 
Gradually coming down .. 
Bs : 
Gradually coming down .. 
Dr 
70 
222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 
fl #. II. == 
Alto Sax 
IV 
f'l 
Tenor 1 
IV 
fl 
Bari 
,IV 
f'l 
FlgL 1 
IV 
f'l 
FlgL 2 
IV ---..::-. I !l-_J'' r 
-.fJ· ~-----~ 
Tbn. 1 : 
f'l 
Gtr 
IV 
fl 
{ ~ T. -.f' ~· ...._!-' -.f..__ Y' I *_J-' -.fJ· :jJ.J· 
' ; Bmll/E Am11/E B(SUS4)jE Emll Am11/E BmllfE Am11/E Pno 
rnp 
Bs : 
rnp 
Dr 
rnp 
230 231 232 233 234 235 236 
f'l 
Alto Sax 
IV 
fl 
Tenor 1 
IV 
f'l 
Bari 
.u 
fl 
FlgL 1 
@) 
f'l 
FlgL 2 
4V 
Tbn. 1 : 
f'l 
Gtr 
@) 
f .., ___ ~ I --J-· "i[ ~· AmllfE:jJ.J· -.f~ · ; B(SUS4)jE Emll Am11/E Bmll/E ___. B(SUS4)jE Pno 
Bs : 
Dr 
71 
237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 
fl 
Alto Sax 
0!) 
fl 
Tenor 1 
0!) 
tJ 
Bari 
,0!) 
fl 
Flgl. 1 
0!) 
fl 
Flgl. 2 
0!) 
Thn.1 : 
fl 
Gtr 
QJ 
fl 
{ ~,y *..._J-' 71tJ· Amll;tJ· .... ___ ~'Z -u-Em11 AmlljE BmllfE B<SUS4)jE 
. .-.. . .-.. 
Pno 
(.\ 
Bs : 
(.\ 
Dr 
p 
72 
12451 245 246 247 
·~ 
Flute 
~ 
Clarinet in I* 
OJ 
fl 
Alto! 
.., 
~ 
Tenor 1 
v 
~ 
Bari. Sax 
'~ ;;:1I."~u f'{L1>- £. f' {L" ~ f' {L"· 
Flu gel! 
v 
m£ 
fl 
Flugel2 
OJ 
Trombone 1 : 
Trombone 2 : 
fl 
Guitar 
v (trumpet solo melody cue wry rubalo) 
~... .-c-. ~ ... -
"' 
~,.. 
"' 
~ ... 
~ 
fl 
Pian 0 
~., 
: 
Bas s : 
Drums 
255 256 257 258 
fl 
Fl 
~ 
fl 
Cl 
., 
fl 
Alto 1 
., 
fl 
Tenor 1 
., 
fl 
Bari 
,~ 
n'D. 
Tpt I 
., 
fl 
Tpt 2 
., 
Tbn. 1 : 
Tbn : 
fl 
Gtr 
., 
rubato ad lib~ 
fl J.-------, .,..--:---.,. 
-;----. 
Pno 
~., B~rnaj?(~llomiu) Dm'/A Q(SUS4) 
: 
Piano and drums enter 
Bs : 
~.J"JP.~ ~ 
Ambient noise sparse maJieto; cymbals scratches clicks elc ... snare off? 
The Breaking 
Part!! 
248 249 250 251 
.,.. ~ f' .p. f' {L .0 {L.,.. 
'"· ,.,., 
"' 
~ ... ,.. 
"' "' 
259 260 261 
Rubato Ad !Jb 
•• A. ~ ,.,., 
m£ 
(Tenor Melody) 
_.c. 
"' I 
E(SUS4JjA E<sus4>JA 
Tenor melody 
(Tenor_::.~?ody) 
"' 
Copyright© Alice Hurnp~s 
252 
.,.. 
'" 
r.-.,.. 
-
"' 
262 263 
,.,., .,.. 
"' 
"' 
253 
"· 
Alice Humphries 
254 
{L~f' .p. F~ 
"'~ ... fl"' 
264 265 
,.,., . 
"' 
"' 
266 267 268 
~ 
F1 
v 
~ 
CJ 
ov 
~ 
Altol 
v 
~ 17'> 
Tenor 1 
tJ L....J.....I... 
~ 
Bari 
•tJ 
_fj_ 
Tpt.l 
v 
.~. 
Tpt.2 
OJ 
Tbn.l : 
Tbn : 
~ 
Gtr 
tJ 
"' 
,....,....,.... 
~ 
_fj_ 
Poo 
'"' pmaj7{~11lfB 
: 
Bs : 
"' 
~ 
~ 
277 278 279 
~ 
Fl. 
"' 
~ 
CJ. 
"' 
~ 
Alto I 
OJ 
~ 
Tenor 1 
OJ 
~ 
Bari. 
'"' 
~ 
rnp 
Tpt.l 
OJ 
~ 
Tpt. 2 
"' 
Tbn.l 
Tbn. 
~ 
Gtr. 
OJ 
~ 
•OJ 
Pno. 
Bs 
Dr. 
17'> 
"' 
17'> 
Am" 
17'> 
"' 
~ Fe 
J=9o 
26912701~ 
-
rnp 
rnp 
reeye~ 
271 272 
f: f: :f': 
-
I~ P:· £>_ ~.,... .. 
rn£ 
fr~~~elish 
... 
rn£ 
?" .,._~.,._ :F f: Fe 
rn£ 
~ .<>- ~ 
-
-
rnp 
rnp 
:f!:" ~ f'-' .,._ ?"' ;-.,. 
similie ad lib 
Straight ballad broken feel, hint at the time 
but don't fall into a constant groove. 
280 281 282 283 
-
73 
273 274 275 276 
f'-' .... ---------~ ~ .... 
~.,.... ,.,;:--r-.... f: ~.p.~~.,._ 
3 
... .... .---..._ 
- 3 
I~ F' t: f: ~ f'- ... f'- ..... 
-= ..,. 
,------.' ? • .. 
284 285 286 287 
pp gradual cresc. 
rn£ 
pp 
--
pp gradual cresc. 
pp gradual cresc. 
pp gradual cresc. 
~- pp gradual cresc. ~
pp gradual cresc. 
-y-...._..,---.... 
pp (With Bass) gradual cresc. 
rn£ ... 
r:r~ 
-a-~l ................................. f!>.f. ........ . 
rnp gradual cresc. 
74 
288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 
~ 
F1 
I"' mp 
~ 
gradual dim p 
Cl 
I"' "H""'' mp 'H-<( f 'H"'-.t~ y H"* H., -....._ 
~ 
- :-------- ~ 
Alto I 
0) p 
~ 
-
-
--------
-
Tenor I 
OJ 
~ 
mp gradual dim. p 
Bari 
,.., 
mp gradual dim. p 
~ 
-
~· ~ 
--------Tpt I 
OJ 
~ 
rnp gradual dim. p 
Tpt.2 
-
.., 
mp gradual dim 
-
p 
-,..----n, 
---
'X' 
-------- " 
~ 
'Ibn. I : 
mp gradual dim tt--
-
--,.--- ~ 
---------
--------
~ 
Thn : 
~ 
mp gradual dim. 
,...,...,...., 
p 
_..--..._ 
Gtr 
OJ 
- -
1l_ 
'OJ ~------- -....._ __./ ........ _,. •?:(: _y-<>-.r:;;t~ 13" -..- ....... Pno 
: 
f:~ f:~. +f'-" f:~. +-1"- ~ f: :f';------~f:~ ~· ~ ... 
-
.,... .,...,.. 
-------- . 
Bs : 
-;;- Fill ................... 
Dr 
m£ gradual dun. mp 
298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 
~ 
F1 
OJ 
~ PE 
Cl 
-
.., 
~- PE 
Alto I 
.., 
PE ~ 
Tenor I 
1"-' PE ~ 
Bari 
,.., 
~ PE 
Tpt. I 
.., 
PE ~ 
Tpt.2 
OJ 
-
PE o Bucket Mute 
Thn. 1 : 
===-PE 
-
Thn : 
~ PE 
Gtr 
1'-' 
~ 
Pno '~ Amll(\>13)/E pmaj7(~11J Dmlt{bl3JfA B~maj7(~11J 
: 
Am_ll(~l3)jE fllillj7(~11) Omti(P8JjA B~maj7(~\lJ 
.. ...... = ... = " Bs : 
Loose straight 2 feel brushes, support piano s~o, gradually increase intensity Similie ad lib .. support p1ano solo 
Dr 
75 
311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 
"' 
322 323 
-.-----:-;-
-
-~~ ~ 
F1 
OJ 
~ mp ~ -=== m£ ::=::::::o-
C1 
OJ 
~ 
mp m£ 
Alto 1 
~ 
~ 
Tenor 1 
~ 
~ 
Bari 
·"' 
~ 
Tpt. 1 
OJ 
~ 
Tpt. 2 
f) 
Thn. 1 : 
Tho : 
~ 
Gtr 
OJ 
. ~ 
,f) Em11(~13JjB cmaj7(~ll) Amll(~i3JjE Pno 
: 
Emll(bl3JfB cmaj7(~1l) Amll(bl3JjE 
Bs : 
Dr 
"" 
''' 
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 
. ~---
-------
F1 
"' ==- mp -------~ ___.--: 
---
~ 
C1 
f) 
- = - mp --== 
" Alto 1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Tenor 1 
"' 
~ 
Bari 
·"' 
·~ 
-Tpt. 1 
f) 
mp ~ m£ ==-
.___.. 
~ 
"' 
PR 
Tpt 2 
f) 
mp m£ :::::::::-- _.:,-· ~- ?=-- 1t---.. Bucket Mute <"' 
'Ibn. 1 : 
mf ==-PR 
Tho : 
~ 
Gtr 
~ 
~ 
.~ 
Pno pnaj7(~11J Omll(l>l3JjA s~maj7(~ll) Emll(b13)jB cmaj7(~ll) Amll(b13JjE fiDaj7(#11J 
: 
c res c. 
Fmaj7(#11J Dmlltbi3JjA s:.maj7(~11) Emlld>HlfB cmaj7(~ll) Amlltbl3JjE fJllUj7(~ll) 
Bs : 
Dr 
76 
336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 13441 344 345 346 347 
~ -~ ,.,., 
F1 
0) l>lf gradual cresc. £ 
,.,., n ,.,., 
Cl. 
"m~- gradual c;;;c: £ 
~ ,.,.. 
Alto! 
~of»£ gradual cresc. 
.Q 7>-' r.-
Tenor 1 
~ 1»£ gradual cresc. ir.- ,.,., 
Bari. 
"" mp gradual cresc. ~-~ - r.-
Tpt.l 
.,-
-====::= 1»£ gradual cresc. f,.,.. n (":\ 
Tpt. 2 
.., ~~ 
-tit -....._ l!adual c;;;;: £ Open Ill<>- h6 
"' 
;:;' ,.,., 
Thn.l 
"'-:::== 
1»£ gradual cresc. 
-
~ -0. (":\ 
Thn. 
mp gradual cresc. £ 
n (":\ 
Gtr 
OJ 
n (":\ ,..., ....., fill 
r.., 
£Emllti>13) Ern'~ -gr._ -- fill ........... 
+ -6>'._ ,'a" 
Pno. Dm11<~13JjA mmaj7(~ll) Emll{l>BJjB cmaj7{~ll) ornaju;o Em11(~13J Emll<l>BJ 
-,.,., ,., 
.. ~6. ,., 
Drnll<~ 1~'/A avmaj7{~11) Ernll(b13JjB cmaj7(~11) omajlljD Em_ll(bl3J Emll(j,J3J £mll{bl3J m£, "Fft_,y_n ........... . !€£:------gL. ....... 
(":\ EmU ~ 
Bs. 
cresc. £ 1»£ 
(":\ J:1'TI_ ;..-----..__.,_ fill ........... J:T'TI_J-------e- fill .. 
Dr. 
cresc ........ £ mp very• mmmwl, fiT! around bass and pwno 
~ 
348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 
~ ---------------~---------------F1 
.., 
PP-== p gradual cresc. ~ 
Cl 
"' PP-== p gradual cresc. 
~ 
Alto 1 
"' PP-== p gradual cresc. 
~ ~~i' ~~~~~~~-- ~~~~- _,._r --::a_ 
Tenor I 
v "'.t ~ 
~ .Q -"'- -"'- :p:; -"'- ,9-~-e-.- -"'-
Bari 
,., 
pp-== gradual cresc. 
~ 
""" 
Tpt. I 
"' 1»£ 
~ --._,...-- ~0• ~ 
Tpt 2 
v PP-== p gradual cresc. 
#= -"'- -"'- f f':..--------._f':, ~_a_ ~~ -
Thn. I : 
PP-== p gradual cresc. 
.-----...._ ~ 
Thn : 
~ PP-== p 
gradual cresc. 
Gtr 
"' fill ........... ~ .... .... 
-
..., 
..... 
,., ~ --=- f-''e'-' ~ ~~ ~-~ : -...:::=:::: -~ ~ ~~~ ii 
-
;oe-
----= .~6'. 
" 
-
,., h ,.~a~o- ~------------
_..-----..__ Pno 
: 
~ .... ~ ~ 
~~11 ........... -~11 ........... ~------------ ~ 
-------------
~..------...-
Bs : 
~ 
similie ad lib Band Enters mallets cymbals etc. gradually increa<;e intensity 
Dr 
mp cresc. 
357 
~ 
Fl 
.., 
~ 
Cl 
OJ 
~-
Alto I 
I"' to~ h #f 
Tenor 1 
"' h ":0. 
Bari 
,., 
~ 
TpL I 
1"-' 
~-
TpL 2 
I"'-
~ 
1bn. I : 
-1bn : 
~ 
Gtr 
1"-' 
~ 
Pno 
.v :::t~& 
-: 
-
Bs : 
Dr 
Fl 
Bari 
1bn 
Gtr 
Pno 
cm.ai7<~11J 
-~ 
Bs 
358 359 
~-------------
rnp 
rnp 
~ ~ 
~ ..,._ #:~!:-:1!:1'-~• 
.P.· .0. .0.~ 
rnp 
~ 
--------------- "· 
#jf ~..0. -
rn~ ~ 
rnp 
...., 
.... --- -
..,.. 
-~n -n----------.0 • 
~ 
------------ -------------
-
.... 
rn£ dun. 
366 367 368 369 
gradually move away from written 
idea to camping tenor solo 
360 
+#. 
....-------..._ 
---------
p.~· 
....-------..._ 
it "'<;f>'".__;;;?fr 
----------
-
-~ 
.... 
rnp 
370 371 
... --- 'o& cmaj7(~11) Amll(bl3J 
...., 
--:----
gradually move away from writtne idea, support tenor solo 
361 362 
---
""'"--------~ .,_,.. ·"· ~ 
.£ 
--------
~ 
~ ~ 
""' 
'--
-
~ 
-
.... 
372 373 374 
ymaj7(~11J 
77 
363 364 
,..~ 
rnp 
---=== 
~ 
rnp 
--== 
":!-
.< 
rnp 
..-
rnp 
~ -:a_ 
rnp 
rnp 
Emll(~ -f':r'..._ ~---
,.---,-----.....- t'-n 
Em1l(bBJ 
----------~ 
.... 
375 
Amll(b13) 
...... 
376 
fr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ l~ dmz. Come down for start of tenor solo rnpLots of interaction with tenor, never reall fall into solid groove mallets c 'Illbals etc. 
78 
377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 
~ 
Fl. 
v 
A 
Cl. 
I"' 
~ 
Alto 1 
IOJ amaj7(~11) Emlld>HJ cmaj7<~u, Em11d>J3) cmaj7(~\l) fllmll(bi3) omaj7<~u, 
~ 
Tenor 1 
jtJ 
~ 
Bari. 
fOJ 
_fj_ 
Tpt 1 
,v 
~ 
Tpt. 2 
IOJ 
Thn.1 
Tho. 
~ 
Gtr. 
v 
~ 
Poo 
,OJ pmaj7{#11) Dmlld•BJ B~maj7(~11l Dmlld>l3) Bbmaj7(~11J Emll(bi3J cmaj7(~11) 
pmaj7(~11) Dmll(bi3J mmaj7(~11) Omll(bl3) mmaj7(~11) Emll(bBJ cmaj7t~11J 
..... 
~....---...~ 
-
~....---...~ 
-
Bs. 
~ ..... ~ ..... 
Dr. 
~ 
389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 
~ 
Fl. 
OJ 
~ 
Cl. 
IV Sheets of so nd keep it going trough to Part 11I 
_fj_ But not to lo d, very breathy. 
Alto 1 
v F#m11<1>13J omaJ7<#n> Bmll(l>BJ amaj7(~11) Bmlld•l3J amaj7(#ll) Emlltbl3J cmaj7(#11J Emll(l>l3) cmaj7(#ll) Emll{bi3JjB Emll(bBJjB 
~ 
"' Tenor 1 
IOJ ~ 
~ 
Bari. 
~v 
~ 
Tpt.1 
I" 
~ 
Tpt.2 
v 
Tho. 1 
Tho. 
_fj_ 
Gtr. 
v 
~ 
"' 
Pno. ~ tJ Emll<bl3) cmaj7<#lll Amll(l>BJ pnaj7(#11J AmlllbBJ pmaj7t#llJ Dmll<PI3J Bbtnaj7t#llJ Dmll(hi3J apmaj7(#ll) Dmll<bBJjA Dmlld>l3lJA 
"' 
Emll(\>13) cmaj7(#1ll Amll(l>!3J fJt1Bj7(~ll) Am_ll\l>13) fU11!j7(#ll) Dmlltbi3J mmaj7(~11) Dmll(bl3J Bt.maj7(#11J Dmlltb13JjA Dmll(l>UJ/A 
"' Ds 
"' Dr. 
Tenor 1 
Trumpet 1 
Bass 
Drums 
fl 
Tenor 1 
<!.) 
(') 
Tpt.l 
<!.) 
(') 
'"'{ <!.) : 
Bs. : 
Dr. 
Bars or not an indication of time, but an indication of section. 
Crescendo and Decrescendo markings are an indication of decreasing 
and increasing intensity in the improvisation. 
l'l 
<!.) 
l'l 
<!.) 
fl 
<!.) 
: 
: 
Free solo start , interact with tenor 
Bass enters [!2] Piano enters 
Bass enters Piano enters 
Bass enters Piano enters 
Bass enters Piano enters 
Bass enters Piano enters 
Broken 
Part ill 
Tenor gradually fades out 
Copyright© Alice Humphries 
lnl Tenor fades out ~. tdru JUS ms 
PEP 
Tenor fades out 
just drums 
Tenor fades out 
just drums 
Solo Drums 
~Trumpet enters 
Trumpet enters 
Trumpet enters 
Trumpet enters 
Trumpet enters 
79 
Alice Humphries 
80 
Open Repeat, 
fl 
Tenor Enters Start of Part IV will be cued 
Tenor 1 
@) 
fl Tenor Enters (Bass will start Bb pedal at some point) 
Tpt.l : : 
--lu 
Open Repeat, 
Start of Part IV will be cued 
Open Repeat, 
Start of Part IV will be cued 
fl 
: : 
"' 
Tenor Enters (Bass will start Bb pedal at some point) 
: : : '""{ 
Tenor Enters 
As trumpet and piano 
come down start ostinato for start of Part IV h 
- -· -· Bs. : : : 
=- Open Repeat, Start of Part IV will be cued 
Open Repeat, 
Tenor Enters Come down to nothing 
allow trum""t amd niano to finish 
Start of Part IV will be cued 
Dr. = : : 
=- =-
;.,18014011 
f'l 
Flute I 
0) 
f'l 
Flute 2 
0) 
f'l 
Flute3 
0) 
fl 
Clarinet in B ~ 
@.} 
fl 
Soprano Saxophon e 
v 
f'l 
Alto 2 
0) 
fl 
Tenor I 
0) 
f'l 
Tenor2 
0) 
fl 
Bari. Sax 
,0) 
fl 
Trumpet 1 
0) 
fl 
Trumpet2 
.., 
f'l 
Trumpet 3 
..., 
f'l 
Trumpet4 
0) 
f'l 
Trumpet 5 
0) 
Trombone I : 
Trombone2 : 
Trombone 3 : 
Bass Trombone 1 : 
Bass Trombone 2 : 
fl 
Guitar 
..., 
fl 
Piano { ·, 
1, .. . 
Bass : 
m£ 
Drums 
401 
-
.. .. h .. 
-
The Mending 
Part IV 
402 
.. ... 
Copyright© Alice Humphries 
h. 
-
81 
Alice Humphries 
403 404 
-· - -
... 1.-
-
... .. ,.. 
m£ 
82 
405 406 407 408 409 
tl 
Fl.l 
Q) 
tl 
Fl. 2 
Q) 
_1l 
Fl.3 
Q) 
_1l 
Cl 
'V 
tl 
Sop. Sax 
v 
tl 
Alto2 
v 
tl Solo Melody, can interpret 
Tenor I 
Q) 
:f 1..-J--' 
tl 
Tenor 2 
Q) 
tl 
Bari 
,Q) 
_1l 
Tpt.l 
Q) 
1l 
Tpt. 2 
Q) 
tl 
Tpt.3 
v 
tl 
Tpt.4 
Q) 
tl 
Tpt.5 
Q) 
Thn. I : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
Emaj7(~ll)/BO 
tl 
Gtr 
0.) 
Fill in between melody 
tl {·,, ___ 
,. . .. ,,. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... ,,. .. .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. .. . 
Pno 
m:f Emaj7(~llljBO 
h ....... .. . ... h ...... .. .. ... h. .. ... .. ,. .. h .... . .. ... h .... _.,_. _. ... ... 
Bs 
.I .I .n .h.l .I .I .h .I .I .n h.l .J J .h 1 .J .n .h.J .I .J .h .J .J .n .h.l .I .J .h SimilieAdUb 
Dr 
Ride syrnbal feel (Ad Ub) 
Mainly cymbals to start, but gradually build (Ad Lib kick, snare etc.) 
83 
410 411 412 413 414 
_fJ. 
Fl.l 
It) 
tl 
Fl. 2 
<V 
tl 
Fl.3 
'"' 
tl 
Cl 
"" 
tl 
Sop. Sax 
"" 
ll 
Alto2 
It) 
ll ~-I"- ~ .... h. b ... .-., 
-· " Tenor 1 
It) r - -........... 
_fJ. 
Tenor2 
It) 
_fJ. 
Bari 
,.., 
tl 
Tpt.l 
"-' 
tl 
Tpt.2 
"" 
tl 
Tpt.3 
"" 
ll 
Tpt 4 
It) 
_fJ. 
Tpt.5 
It) 
Thn.l : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
ll 
Gtr 
"" 
ll { ·,. . . .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. ... Pno 
h. .. .. h .... .. .. .. h. ... .. .. h ... .. .. ... h ....... .. .. ... 
Bs 
Dr 
84 
415 416 417 418 419 
ll 
Fl. 1 
@) 
ll 
Fl.2 
@) 
fl 
Fl.3 
@) 
1\ 
Cl 
@) 
ll 
Sop. Sax 
@) 
ll 
Alto 2 
@) 
fl 
Tenor 1 
@) ~~ r fl 
Tenor2 
@) 
fl 
Bari 
,QJ 
fl 
Tpt.l 
@) 
1\ 
Tpt. 2 
@) 
ll 
Tpt.3 
IQJ 
fl 
Tpt. 4 
' @) 
fl 
Tpt.5 
IQJ 
Thn. I : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn. I : 
B. Thn.2 : 
ll Fill..: ___ 
---· 
Gtr 
@) 
ll { ·,. .... ,. .. ... , .. .. ... .. .. ... ... "' ... 
-"'- ~ ... , ...... _.._ ..._ ~ ...._ _.._ ...._. _..._ "' h 
Pno 
~.. .. ... .. .. ... ~ .. .. .. . ....... b .... .,_. _.._ _. ... b .. _ _IlL _.. _..._ 
.L ~ ..h..__.__.._. L 
Bs : 
Dr 
85 
420 421 422 423 
"fl 
Fl.1 
u 
fl 
Fl. 2 
u 
fl 
Fl.3 
u 
fl 
Cl 
u 
fl 
Sop. Sax 
u 
fl 
Alto 2 
~ 
fl r- ~ .... ~ b .. = b .. .--, 
Tenor 1 
u 
' 
fl 
Tenor2 
u 
fl 
Bari 
,u 
fl 
Tpt.l 
u Solo counter melody 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
~ I ~---- ,_ -.__::!!'....__--<3-legato f rn£ 
fl 
Tpt.3 
~ 
fl 
Tpt.4 
'u 
fl 
Tpt.5 
IU 
Thn. 1 : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn. 1 : 
B. Thn. 2 : 
Emaj7(~11)/Bb 
fl 
Gtr 
~ 
Just chord's, sparse, don~ crowd the melody 
fl { ·,_ 
.. ... ..... 
-"'- J/lo -"'- _._. ... Jill_ - . l 
Pno 
h. .. ... b .. 
-"'-
b. 
-"'-
b. .. Ill_• _IlL . . l 
Bs : 
Dr 
86 
424 425 426 427 428 
fl 
Fl.l 
t) 
tl 
Fl. 2 
"' 
tl 
Fl.3 
"' 
fl 
Cl 
t) 
tl 
Sop. Sax 
=l 
"' 
tl 
Alto 2 
"' 
fl ;;:.., ,...., 
Tenor 1 
it.! 
--
-:_....-~~~ 
tl 
Tenor2 
"' tl 
Bari 
~"' 
tl 
Tpt. I 
it.! 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
it.! .__ .. 4-1 
tl 
Tpt. 3 
I"' 
tl 
Tpt.4 
I"' 
fl 
Tpt.5 
it.! 
Thn. 1 : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn. 1 : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl Fill .. ---------------- -· 
Gtr 
t) 
fl {. ,_ -
.. . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... 
'"' .. 
.. .. A_ _.._. lL JIL JIL.• _. .. 
Pno 
1.. .. 
-
.. 1,, h. h. b. .. . 
Bs 
Dr 
87 
429 430 431 432 433 
" Fl.1 
~ 
fl 
Fl.2 
~ 
fl 
Fl.3 
~ 
" Cl 
~ 
fl 
Sop. Sax 
~ 
fl 
Alto2 
tJ 
legato £ 
r 
" 
r. !>_,..!>,... ~ .. 
Tenor 1 
~ legato ~-~-" 
fl 
Tenor2 
tJ 
fl 
Bari 
,f) 
fl 
Tpt.1 
tJ 
" Tpt. 2 
~ I ~--------£ 
fl r..l>:e-1>,... ~ .. 
Tpt. 3 
I~ r fl legato 
Tpt.4 
• tJ 
" Tpt.5 
~ 
~~~. ~. 
Thn. 1 : 
rn£ 
bA~ .. b .. -:2£ ::?.>:; =a. 
Thn. 2 : 
rn£ 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.1 : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl ----------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------· 
Gtr 
~ 
" { ·, .. -.. .. _. .. '"' ..... .. .. .... l.o!L-">--"'-• -"' _.._ _.,___6 ,...., Pno 
Emaj71#11)(m Start freeing up bass line, more passing notes etc. 
"· ..... .. ... ... ~ ....... .. ... 
"· 
... .. .. .. 1-. "· .. . .. . b.. . ... 
Bs 
Dr 
88 
434 435 436 437 
II 
Fl.1 
Q) 
II 
Fl.2 
Q) 
II 
Fl.3 
Q) 
J1 
C1 
Q) 
tJ 
Sop. Sax 
""' 
tJ 
-
... I> -a-
Alto 2 
""' 
tJ 6." ,......, ,.-.., 
Tenor 1 
""' 
--...o...J 
II 
Tenor2 
""' 
II 
Bari 
,QJ 
J1 
Tpt.1 
Q) 
11 
Tpt.2 
Q) 
-..._;y-J' 1>7 1 ..... 
-
tJ 6 .. '""' ,......, ,.-.., 
Tpt. 3 
"-' 
-tJ 
Tpt 4 
""' 
II 
Tpt.5 
Q) 
6.~ .. 1-l .. ~. I>~~~ I>~~· 6.----.. fl .. ~ ... I>~~~ I>~· ~~~~-e-
Thn. 1 : 
6.~.fl.~. I>~~~ I>~~· 6~.fl.~. 1>-1'1-~~ I>~· ~~~-e-
Thn. 2 : 
Tho. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
tJ 
Gtr 
~ 
tJ 
Pno { ·, 
6.. .. ... .. .. ... 6.. .. ... .. .. ... 6.. .. ... .. .. ... 6.. .. ... .. .. 
Bs 
Dr 
89 
438 439 440 441 442 
fl ~~1,. 
Fl. I 
t) 
legato In£ - I 
I 
fl ~ _j, ~= 
---------------
Fl.2 
t) 
rni/eiato 
fl ~I,. 
Fl.3 
t) 
legato In£ .. 
fl !>& _!,_,_ ~....--b. 
Cl 
tJ legato rn£ 
fl ~~ b .. ----~ 
Sop. Sax 
tJ 
rn£ legato 
fl .~ .... ~~,... .. ,... ~.,.... ~.,.._. ~ ..... ~__... ~ 
Alto2 
tJ 
rn£ 
fl 
-= 
,--.~ ..... 1, .. 
Tenor I 
tJ ....:_..--~ In£-
fl 
-= 
!""'~~,... 1,.,. 
Tenor2 
tJ 
legato In£ -
fl 
Bari 
,f) HBfz """:: -e-
fl In£~ 
____b_._ ----~ 
Tpt.l 
t) 
rn£legato 
fl !""'~~ .... 1, .. 
Tpt.2 
tJ 
rn£ ~ 
fl !""'.~.,...~ .. I, 
Tpt.3 
tJ 
----------
r---"- rn£ .... 
fl ~~. b. ~..:-h~ 
Tpt.4 
' t) legato 
I ;;;- £ 
fl _... ~ _!,_,_ ~..c: b~ 
Tpt.5 
t) 
legato 
I ;;;;-- £ ~~~~q:i"~: h.~ >~0 ~. _.._~~. ~ _._. _b ~ 
Thn. I : 
£ In£ £ ~:~C~q~~~. b..-:.. .~,., ... j, • h- b.s~AJ1,Ct2- ~_u 
Thn. 2 : 
£ rn£ £ 
~ri -s_. 
Thn. 3 : 
s£z £ rn£- £ 
>~ 
B. Thn. I : 
rn£- > - £ s£z £ s£z 
B. Thn.2 : 
> ~ ~· -e-..:. -e-> £ fl s£z .£ rn£ s£z -=~,...~, .. 
Gtr 
t) 
leg a(; I I 
fl 
Pno { ·, 
I, .. 
_b .. ,. -"" .. 
Emaj7(#11l 
-"'-
_._. 
_j, 
Bs 
Dr 
90 
443 444 445 446 
fl ,, "~"" ~ 
Fl. 1 
OJ 
--------
I...U..J" 
fl b ... > ...... 
Fl. 2 
OJ .... 
11_ 
'' 
,..,..., ~ 
Fl.3 
'"' 
--------
I...U..J" 
11_ b .... > 
Cl 
OJ I 
-
fl b .... ~ ~ 
Sop. Sax 
OJ I ...... 
fl 
""' 
> ..-:-----
Alto 2 
OJ ... ..... .... 
fl b." l""""l 
"' 
Tenor 1 
v 
-fl b .. " ...... "' 
Tenor2 
OJ r -........ 
_lj_ 
Bari 
,..., W!..,. -e- H~ 
rn£ s£z s£z 
fl ~b .... > ~
Tpt.1 
v 
-
(J 
"·" 
,...., 
"' Tpt.2 
t) r 
-
-........ 
fl h." 
- "' Tpt. 3 
t) 
-fl b .... > 
Tpt.4 
v 
rn£ £ rn£ ._ £ 
fl !>.,.. > 
Tpt.5 
v rn£ £ rn£- £ 
b .. ~.~~-~ ... b-l'f"'-1"- b~-e- b .. ---.. br ... b~~-1"- b~· qcr-e-
Thn.1 : 
rn£ b~~-e- £ rn£ b~· -~~----..,._ £ b....----.. b..---... b-l'f"'-1"- 1,.---- h.--- . b~~-1"-
'Ibn. 2 : 
rn£ £ rn£ £ 
~ ~ ~ ~----.... 
Thn. 3 : 
- -rn£ £ rn£ £ 
~ ~ .. ~ .. 
B. Thn. 1 : 
rn£ - :jz - :jz £ 
B. Thn.2 : 
r 1 ~;!" .. -e- ~~ 
fl rn£ s£z ,, "~"" s£z ~ 
Gtr 
v 
--------
~ 
fl 
Pno {· 
Bs : 
Dr 
91 
447 448 449 450 
1\ 
-
Fl.l 
v ~'-- j....A _.7 £'--' -
fl i,,:T'.,... 
"'"' 
..... ~ 
" 
~ 
-
---- ---Fl.2 
1"-' 
- ----
f-' 
- m£ 
1\ 
-
Fl.3 
v ~---- p( £'--' ............... 
fl ~>.,...~.,....,... !,.., 
"' ""' " Cl 
.v 
- ----
~ m£ 
fl ~.,...~.,....,... b .. 
"' 
1,., 
Sop. Sax 
"' - -
~ £ 
I ............ 
1\ ,-., s .... 
" 
Alto2 
1"-' "'-"--.....J ....... 
----
I 
fl 
m£ 
1, .. 
Tenor I 
"" 
~~ ............ _ £ 
fl b ... 
Tenor2 
.., ~~ £ I --=-
fl 
" 
Bari 
•"-' 
-
~.... -e-· .... ~-9 ..... -,j 
fl ~ .... ~.,....,... ),,. 
"' " 
Tpt. 1 
@.} 
-
...... ~ 
fl b .. 
Tpt. 2 
OJ 
£ 
I 
--= 
1\ 
" Tpt.3 
@.} ~;--:..__y ~ ....  •--:_ l-9 ~-.P--..._.:!f H"~ .._. 
fl ~>.,...~.,....,... _1.,_ 
"' " 
Tpt.4 
@.} 
-
...... I ~ ~£--:..__y ~ ....  P" ¥.....__.,~-..  ..... 
1\ ~ ... ~.,... .... h. 
"' 
.... 
Tpt. 5 
@.} 
- --
~r m£H"'' -._ Q• u 
~~-----~~~~ ~.,.... ~£ ~..-:-----~ ~.,... ~... 1, ... " H .... ;;---.-.,... h....-----..-~ ~~ -~ 
Thn.l : 
~~-----~~~~ ~.,.... 
m£ .__ ~ ~h..-~--~h. 
" 
H:..;;---.-.... h --;----. F 
Thn. 2 : 
m£ 
~ -----. b..---.. k~ t-,~ ~ 
" Thn. 3 : 
~----.b ... ~ .. 
" B. Thn.l : 
" 
B. Thn.2 : 
-
I 11"*---Y'-~ *J'-' ..... -,j 
fl 
-Gtr 
@.} ----~ £'--' ............... 
fl 
Pno { u ornaj7(#11) 
ornaj7(~11) Play some~hing along these lines but you can mix~ up a bit 
Bs : 
... ~ 
Dr 
92 
451 452 453 454 
fl ~,.._ b-,o>- ......, ~,.._, " 
Fl.! 
OJ 
- -
fl~ _..-----._ ~ ;::::::: 
""" 
u __.---. _..-----._ ~ ~ ~ ~~  
Fl.2 
"-' 
fl~b-,o>- """'I>.,...L ,-_ ,. 
FJ.3 
"-' 
- - -
fl ~..,c y, ~_.:( 
Cl 
..., 
_lj_~.,Lb.,L 
- "'""I>,... " .... 
Sop. Sax 00) 
-
_lj_ 
Alto 2 
v 
f1_ 1>,... qf"-, 
- "'""~,... " .... 
Tenor 1 
v ...... 
" I>,... b.,L. - ,..., 1>,... (""' #-
Tenor2 
v 
-
" Bari 
,v 
fl 
Tpt.l 
OJ 
fl ~,... b-!'L. 
-
,..., 1>,... (""' ,.._ 
Tpt. 2 
OJ 
-
fl ----
---- ---
--
----
- - --Tpt.3 
OJ ___... ~ 
--
___... ~ -.._.. 
fl---
-- -
--
----
---
----
....____ 
Tpt.4 
..., ___... ~ 
-
___... ~ -.._.. 
fl 
Tpt. 5 
00):;. 
-- ~ #P~ ~__,...--._*· ~~~~']!:· r ~  q~__,...--._~l>t.:~~. ~ 
Thn.l 
.0~__,..---._~"t:~~. ? ~ #~~~· r ~I>~']!:· r ~ I>~ 
Thn. 2 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl !> .... b .... [,,..., (""' 
Gtr 
OJ 
- - -
fl 
Pno { ·,"~" mmaj7(#11) 
mmn "I>~ " 1>~~1"- mmaj7(#11) 1>,...1>~ 1>1"-1>~ 
Bs : 
... .. 
Dr 
93 
455 456 457 458 
1\ ~ ..... ~.... h L 
Fl.l 
@) 
('j ~ .... ---=------.,... --P-~ •• ~ r--,. ~.,.._----.,.._~ .... ~ ..... ----... ;::::::::..___ _:::::"" ~ 
Fl.2 
t) 
('j -· ~ .... ~h L 
Fl.3 
t) I --y 
('j-,9-~£ r¥- -e- ~~ t-v: 
Cl 
t) 
('j .,.... ~-."!-
-
- ~.,.._ ~.... I.-
Sop. Sax 
OJ 
1\ ~~ 
Alto 2 
v 
1\ -· 
~-."!-
-
~.,.._ ~.... h 
Tenor 1 
v I 
1\ --· 
~jill. 
-
~.,.._ ~.... h 
Tenor 2 
v I I 
('j 
Ban 
ft.! 
('j 
Tpt. 1 
t) 
('j -· 
~-."!-
-
~.,.._ ~,... h. 
Tpt. 2 
I tJ 
('j~ 
-
--
~ 
-
-3 
~ ~ 
--
-...__..-
~ t) ......... 
Tpt. 
('j~ 
-
--
~ 
- -Tpt .4 
v ......... "_..-' -._r 
--
"'-" 
~ 
1\ 
.5 
~~~· ~ ---:__..-~ IV~~ r ~e 
-...-:==: . t:.· ~~~~. ~-h.r. j:::,n 1-._.---.., h.~.. h , 
Tpt 
Thn . 1 : 
~ f:--:----t!: ~~~. c If= ~~~· -~.~..~. h...-:::: P'> h~ 
Tho .2 : 
Thn .3 : 
B.Th n.1 : 
B.Th n.2 : 
1\ ~ .... ~.... h. L 
Gtr. 
t) 
1\ 
p no. {~'m" Emaj7(~lll 
Fmll 
,...:r; ,...e: Emaj?<#ll) ~ -~ 
Bs. f!J: 
... .. 
t= 
Dr. 
94 
459 460 461 462 463 
tl ,..,...,!>,... ~-!"-· h .. 
Fl.l 
tJ 
:f 
tl ----::::-b....-------.... ~ . .,;-- -,., ~,.r--,...br .. ~ . 
Fl.2 
tJ 
fl ,.,.....~ .... ~-!"-' b ... 
FL3 
@) 
:f 
tl ~..<" -x: ;.... 
Cl 
@) 
tl 
---: -...~ !"" ~-1"- ~· ~ ..... 
Sop. Sax 
@) 
:f 
tl .. 
Alto2 
tJ 
:f 
fl ~~ r-~-1"-
. . 
Tenor 1 
tJ 
:f 
tl ~~ r-~-1"-
. . 
Tenor2 
@) 
:f :f 
I 
tl 
Bari 
,@) 
:f~. H•' ~·· tl r-~-1"- ~ ..... 
Tpt.l 
tJ 
:f 
fl ~ 
--------
r-~-1"-
Tpt.2 
tJ 
:f :f fl~ -:-------
---
-... 
Tpt.3 
~ 
IV 
:f tl~ ------., 
---Tpt.4 
~ 
tJ 
:f 
I 
tl 
Tpt.5 
tJ~ ~ ~~,.._. :f~~· ... u• ~~~~-1"-~-1"-. r ~p.· ~· -I"-' ~f!:' ~-!"-· h •. .,.. 
Thn.l : 
:f 0~~~-tC.p.· ? ~ ~~p.· h ... I. hn. I. .,.. 
Thn. 2 
:f 
I. I. 
Thn. 3 : 
:f 
B. Thn.l : 
:f 
I I I 
B. Thn.2 : 
.,. 
:f 
tl ,.,..._ ~.... ~-!"-· h .. 
Gtr 
tJ 
:f 
I I 
tl I 
{·,a"' .. "~· ~"': ~i!J:: ~a: 1>'~: ~;a: ~: qi; :f ~ . Pno 
-· E~m11 h.~~ b .. ~~-
Bs : 
..... 
- £!. I 
.,. 
J. J. J. J. J. J. J. 
Dr 
:f Fill between melody cues 
95 
464 465 466 467 468 
fl 
- - - -
Fl. I 
Q.J pp 
fl 
-F1.2 
~ 
~ Q.J > 
----
_..;r.___- r 1 I I 
m£ 
_lj_ 
-F1.3 
~ 
~ Q.J ~ ____..-..___....-fl m£ ,...., 
Cl 
~ 
-
____..-..___....-Q.J > m£ -I ~ 
fl -----~~~ . . . . 
Sop. Sax 
OJ pp 
fl > ~- ~..-;-----.,., - ~...--... ~ 
- "" Alto 2 
OJ ~ m£ 
_11_ -----~~~ . . . . 
Tenor 1 
.., 
pp 
fl 
Tenor2 
OJ pp 
(J 
Bari 
• 0 • • 
.u --------~~~ 
fl -~
pp 
. . . . 
Tpt.l 
OJ pp 
_11_ 
-Tpt 2 
u I I I I m£'-' I 
fl 
-Tpt.3 
~ 
0..1 m£-
_11_ ~ 
Tpt.4 
-u > 
---------
r 1 -I 
~ m£ 
fl 
Tpt.5 
..., 
------------
.-, ,-..__ 
pp 
.p--.o: :e.: .0:: -.p:: ~~t!=~=Ff" (!: ~J!:~ -f"-~-f"-...--..-f"-F,... lbt:> -~ 
Tho. 1 : 
m£ 
.-;--..--' ,_,- ~~~::f' ~ ~~-~ .fL~.fL...--...fL .... ~ -~ 
Tho. 2 : 
m£ 
>--~ 
Tho. 3 : 
pp m£ 
B. Thn.l : --~ 
I I I pp m£ 
> 
B.Thn.2 : 
. . . . 
--------~~~ 
_11_ 
-
pp m£ 
Gtr 
u pp 
fl 
{ ·, ~:::: :::~ ~:~ 
. . 
Pno 
--------~ A7(05SUS4) 
Bs : 
cJJJ. J J J.J 
Dr 
96 
469 470 471 472 473 474 
" Fl. I 
v 
" Fl.2 
v 
- pp 
" Fl.3 
"" 
- pp 
fl 
Cl 
. . 
"" -------~ pp 
tJ 
Sop. Sax. 
"-' 
.fl_~ 
Alto2 
"-' pp 
" Tenor 1 
"-' 
" Tenor2 
v 
fl 
Bari 
·"-' 
fl 
Tpt.l 
"" 
tJ 
Tpt. 2 
v pp 
fJ_ 
Tpt.3 
"-' pp 
fl 
Tpt.4 
"-' 
"-_.-"'-. ~-- pp 
fl 
Tpt. 5 
"" 
~ ~~~- ~ ..,.. 
Tbn.l : 
.p.--:----.o. p:; -:o.. pp ~ 
Tbn.2 : 
pp 
~~ _...-..__ ~ : Tbn. 3 
pp 
~-------B. Tbn.l : 
I pp 
B. Tbn.2 : 
. . 
I -------~ pp 
_fJ_ 
Gtr 
"-' 
" 
Fill till tenor solo starts 
Pno {· EPma71#IHfA 
free up and bring down intensity for start of tenor solo 
. . 
Bs : 
Gradually bring down for start of tenor solo 
Dr 
475 
"fl 
Fl. I 
OJ 
fl 
FL2 
"-' 
fl 
FL3 
"-' 
fl 
Cl 
OJ 
A 
Sop. Sax. 
OJ 
_/j_ 
Alto2 
@) 
fl 
Tenor I 
"-' 
fl 
Tenor 2 
"-' 
fl 
Bari 
·"-' 
fl 
Tpt. 1 
"-' 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
@) 
_/j_ 
Tpt.3 
@) 
_/j_ 
Tpt.4 
.., 
fl 
Tpt.5 
.., 
Thn.l : 
Thn.2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl 
Gtr 
@) 
fl 
Pno. {· 
Bs : 
Dr. 
14761 476 
R 
477 
0 pen epea 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
?-:f!) Fma7(~lll(B 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
E>ma7(#lll(A Sparse chordal comping (eg Bill Frisell) 
: 
(Play Jrd and 4th time only) 
Comp Tenor solo (with gtr as well 3rd and 4th time) 
: 
: 
E>maj7(#lll(A 
: 
: 
97 
478 479 480 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
Fma7(#1ll(B 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
E>ma7(#1li(A 
: 
: 
E>ma7(#1li(A 
: 
E>ma7(#111( A 
: 
: 
98 
481 482 483 484 485 
ll 
Fl. I 
@) 
ll 
Fl.2 
..., 
ll 
Fl.3 
..., 
ll 
Cl 
..., 
ll __...., 
Sop. Sax 
..., 
mi--' _, 
" Alto2 
@) ~ 
Fma71~111 
ll 
Tenor I 
@) 
ll 
Tenor 2 
@) 
ll 
Bari 
,..., 
legato m£ 
ll 
Tpt.l 
OJ 
" 
_,....., 
Tpt. 2 
..., 
mi--' I -
" Tpt.3 
..., 
fD£ ---~ 
" Tpt.4 
@) 
ll 
Tpt.5 
@) 
Thn.l : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
Ehna71~111 
" Gtr 
@) (Band backings start) 
ll (Band backings start) 
Pno { ·, EPma11#11) 
E>ma71#lli (Band backings start) 
Bs : 
_)(Band ].~ckiij.cues) Jr--J 
Dr 
99 
486 487 488 489 490 
ll 
Fl.1 
"' 
ll 
Fl. 2 
"' 
ll 
Fl.3 
"' 
ll 
Cl 
"' 
ll _...., 
Sop. Sax 
tJ rn£ ---./ I 
fl .,. 
Alto 2 
tJ =-- - " 
-Fma'l~ll) 
ll 
Tenor 1 
,._, 
ll _....., 
Tenor2 
"' legato rni-/ 
ll 
Bari 
,,._, 
rn£ 
ll 
Tpt.l 
tJ 
fl _....., 
Tpt. 2 
tJ rn£ ---./ 
tl 
Tpt.3 
. . 
tJ 
----------------
rn£ ~-------
tl ~. 
Tpt.4 
0.! rn£ ~ 
tl 
Tpt.5 
0.! 
Thn. 1 : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B.Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
ll 
Gtr 
,._, 
tl 
Pno {· 
Bs : 
J. J. J. )r-_J 
Dr 
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491 492 493 494 495 
" Fl.l 
Q) 
fJ_ 
Fl. 2 
Q) 
fJ_ 
Fl.3 
Q) 
fJ 
Cl 
OJ 
fJ 1\ 
.-r""'' 
Sop. Sax 
OJ -.../ 
fJ ~~ 
-
1\ 
Alto 2 
Q) 
ll 
Tenor 1 
Q) 
" 
__..-....____-..._ 1\ 
. . 
Tenor2 
Q) 
" 
1\ 
~ 
Bari 
.Q) 
fJ 
Tpt.l 
Q) 
fJ 1\ _,....., 
Tpt. 2 
OJ -.../ 
fJ 1\ 
Tpt. 3 
OJ~~~ 
-
ll 1\ 
Tpt.4 
. . 
Q) 
-
~~ 
" Tpt. 5 
Q) 
Tho. I : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B.Thn.l : 
B.Thn.2 : 
" Gtr 
Q) 
Pno f 
Bs : 
1\ 1\ 
J~~n ;~;~n 
Dr 
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496 497 498 499 500 
fl 
Fl. I 
OJ 
fl 
Fl.2 
v 
fl 
FJ.3 
u 
" Cl 
u 
fl > > 
Sop. Sax 
U I ~....:_..;: > > > r 1 
s£z £ 
fl > > >-
Alto 2 
u > - > > I 
s£z £ fl (Big Backings from here to H) F~ma71~m;c mp 
Tenor 1 
v 
fl _,....., > ;;. > -e- >~ ~.~~ 
Tenor2 
v -~ 
- s£z £ mp 
fl u>, > > > > 
Bari 
,lit) 
m£ £ s£z £ 
fl > 
-
> > ;;, ;_. ~~.p. ~~.a. 
- ~ 
Tpt.l 
lit) £ s£z £ Not lead 
fl > > > > >~ ;'5. h A 
Tpt. 2 
lit) 
- £ s£z £ > fl > ;;. -e- >~ A 
lit) 
rn£ -
.:_--:_.--
£ s£z £ 
fl _,....., > :--:----o. >~ A 
Tpt. 3 
Tpt.4 
OJ ~ 
- £ s£z £ 
fl >~ > A 
Tpt.5 
u fn£ ~~~-e- £ ;!:~ £ 
. h ... -(7-~.,...f/- :([- ~ I>~ 
Thn.l : 
mJ;_ £ ~';;!~ £ ~~~-e- P-~ _o_ P;¢' -e- b~ 
Thn. 2 : 
rnJ-__ £ s£z £ 
.;;~0 P-~ .P.· _o_ _o_ A 
Thn. 3 : 
rn£ £ s£z £ 
.~0 >~ ,;;~0 A 
B.Thn.l : 
rn£ £ s£z £ 
~ > > > > > A 
B.Thn.2 : 
rn£ £ s£z £ Ema71#11l(B> 
fl 
Gtr 
u 
fl 
Pno {· Ema7<jm;m 
Ema7<~m;m 
Bs : 
r A 
J. J. J. .>--J J. J. ~n J. J. J. )r-J J~-e- Fill J 
Dr 
stz~====£ 
102 
501 502 503 504 50 
fl 
PI .I 
-.;-
fl 
PI .2 
..., 
fl 
p 1.3 
..., 
fl 
c I. 
'OJ 
fl 
Sop. Sax 
..., 
_11_ ..-;----.. -~~n ~:'"~a~•"· tia~n~ "· 
Alto 2 
..., 
-
fl 
Tenor I 
f) 
~ ~~...;------.. ~-#,~n. ~f>"~-:f!:.~~~ #~:i" ):~#~~~~q:f!:. 
2 Tenor 
f) 
fl 
Ban 
,..., 
_11_ ToOpen 
Tpt. I 
tT 
fl ToOpen 
Tpt. 2 
-o:; 
fl 
Tpt. 3 
0) 
fl 
Tpt.4 
0) 
fl ToOpen 
Tpt.5 
0) 
Thn.l : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.l : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl 
Gtr. 
0) 
Pno. r 
Bs. : 
Dr. 
103 
506 507 508 509 510 
fi I, --------~ A . . Fl. 1 ·= 
,.; 
legato In£ 
fi I, A 
Fl. 2 
,.; 
legato (;£ r 
--
fi A 
Fl. 3 -
v I r 7 - .... 
m£ 
ll - ~ 
c I. 
"-' m£ 
fi '-~?' ~~ A 
Sop. Sax 
,.; !;£ 
fi ~,., h.-. A ~~ A 
2 Alto 
,.; ....... I £ m£ I -
fi "~' 7(~11) 
Tenor 1 
v 
d~ ~-~ I. . A A 
~ 
Tenor 2 
v £ m£ 
ll A 
Bari 
'"-' 
ll 
-
A 
Tpt. 1 
,.; 
m£ 
fi ~?- ~£ A 
Tpt. 2 
v ;;;; 
" 
~?- ~- -- A Tpt. 3 
v legato ;; -
ll A 
- -
A 
Tpt.4 
v m~ £ -
ll A - ~ 
Tpt. 5 
u 
-----~~£ ~,...--:-----.0.. £~ ~..-;-----9- ~ -e- q~~~~#.f.-
Thn.1 : 
~~f ~,.... - £ S:£z m£ ~-e- A ;;--:-----.< X. 
"' 
~-G-~ ......  ..... ~ 
Thn. 2 : 
~~f ~,.... 1.....--~ £ S:£z m£ ~-· A >-...-:-----_c- ~---:----- A 
Thn. 3 : 
m£ £ S:£z m£ 
> A 
B. Thn.1 : 
= S:£z m£ 
> A 
B. Thn.2 : 
~ -e- ~ -e- .e.-:.____;~H' 
fi Ema7(~,~~ 
Gtr 
,.; 
fi 
Pno { ·, Ema7(~ll) 
Ema7(~ll) 
1.. 
Bs : 
Dr 
104 
511 512 513 514 515 
"'_/)._ > ~;;. ~.;;. "'--;, >~~h-
F 1.1 
@) 
- £ 
Jl > b;;. ~.;;. "'--;, >-~~ 
F 1.2 
Q) ...... £ 
fl > ~;;. ~-& > 
-F 1.3 
Q) 
- :f 
Jl ,:;;;, ~.;;__,.---.....,.. > 
Cl. 
I u £ -
fl 
Sop. S ax. 
Q) 
11 
Alt o2 
Q) 
fl 
Teoo r I 
Q) 
tl 
r2 Teno 
IU 
fl 
Ban 
,Q) 
fl > ~.;;_. ~;_ . .;;.~-,9- '~~~~-
Tpt. I 
Q) 
rn£ :f 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
t) 
fl ~I;_ > ~.;;_. > 
Tpt. 3 
it.! 
fl 
~£ £ ~.;;.__,.---....,.. > 
Tpt. 4 
t) 
rn£ £ -
fl > 
5 
-
Tpt. 
t) 
m£ £ 
~~- ~~~t~t:t: 
Tho. I : 
rn£ :f ~e:~e~~ 
: -
>~ 
- -fiL 
Thn. 2 
rn:f £ ~~~~~~~?->~ 
Thn. 3 : 
rn£ :f 
-
>~ >-~~ 
B. Tho. I : 
~£ £ 
> > > > 
-
B. Tho.2 : 
fl 
rn£ £ ........ 
Gtr. :j:: 
t) 
fl 
= t) 
: 
Bs. : 
Dr. 
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516 517 518 519 
fl 
Fl . 1 
t) 
rn£ --= jl I -
fl ,----;- r---.... 
Fl .2 
t) 
rn£ --= I I -
fl ,.-----;- r----
Fl .3 
t) 
rn£ I I --=· I I -
fl 
- --c 1. 
t) inr I ~ I -
fl 
-
-
Sop. Sax '=* 
t) I ...... 
rn£ 
fl 
Alto 2 
t) 
fl Ema71#11) EPmill 
Tenor 1 
t) 
fl 
Tenor 2 
t) 
fl 
Ban 
,t) 
fl 
Tpt. 1 
t) -
fl 
-
Tpt. 2 
t) 
fl 
Tpt. 3 
t) *-...:..____..- ~..ot· ~· .. -..:.....___ v--.:._..5' ~ ..... -.....___.....- ~ 
-
--..._...-
1\ 
rn£ ______.-
Tpt.4 
t) ~ .. ..:..____..- ~"'t: ~. •-..:.....___ v--:._.y ~ ..... -.....___.....- ~ 
-
--..._...-
1\ 
rn£ ______.-
Tpt.5 
t) 
~.,...--:---..,... ....----.. . ....-r-,..~.,.. ... ~· ~~--:---.~~~~~. ~ ~~~-a-
Tho. 1 : 
rn£ ~~--:---.~~~~~. ~ ~.,...;:-----..,... .. ~- ....-r-~.,.. ... ~~~· ~~~-a-
Tbn.2 : 
rn£ 
Tho. 3 : 
B.Tbn.1 : 
B. Tbn.2 : 
Dma7(#n) DPmill 
fl 
Gtr. 
t) 
fl 
Pno. {'· Dma71~ll) mmill 
Dma71#11) 
~ 
D~mi11 
~ l ~~ l ~~ 
Bs. : 
... .... I I I I ... 
Dr. 
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520 521 522 523 
tl 
Fl.1 
.@) 
fl 
--= ~ /"' ....__ 
Fl.2 
I @) 
tl 
--= ~ /"' ....__ 
Fl.3 
I@) 
fl ~ ::::::::, L ~ 
Cl 
@) 
"~ ~ ~ 
Sop. Sax 
f) 
fl 
Alto2 
f) 
Abma'<#n) Gmill 
fl 
Tenor 1 
1'-' 
fl 
Tenor2 
1'-' 
fl 
Bari 
,f) 
tl 
-· 
Tpt. I 
f) I I I 
rn£ legato 
tl 
Tpt. 2 
f) rn£ legato 
tl 
- -Tpt. 3 
1'-' ~ 
---------- ---------
_____.., 
-
-tl 
- -Tpt. 4 
f) ~ 
----------
--
---------
_____.., 
-
tl 
Tpt. 5 
"-' rn£ ,:;::::::::. =- }: --~~ ------r~p~~~ p~,____~ ~-~· p~~-e- t _F r=-r=· p~· 
Thn. 1 : 
. ~"'~" -,., ~--"" t:-x; ,J,.,_..-.._. ..,._ . 
Thn. 2 
:::: ~,--- ~ ::-,_b-. h •. 
3 : Thn. 
rn£ 
~ 
B.Thn .1 : 
~£ ..... 
B.Thn .2 : 
-rn~~ ~-:._.:-u~ 
Fmi11 
tl Gbma71#lll 
Gtr 
"-' 
tl 
Pn o. {· Gbma71#11) Fmi11 
Gbma71#n) P-l''h~ P-1"-P~ Fmi11 ..,._~ ..,._~ 
B s. : 
D r. 
107 
524 525 526 527 
fl 
Fl. I 
Q) 
fl 
Fl. 2 
Q) 
fl 
FI.3 
Q) 
fl 
CI 
Q) 
fl 
Sop. Sax 
Q) 
fl 
Alto 2 
QJ p#rna71#lll Fmill ~-I"-fl 
Tenor I 
Q) 
fl 
Tenor2 
Q) 
fl 
Bari 
,QJ 
fl 
" 
~?"~~ ~1"- ~?" -1'!-~0 _Ill_• ~ ~ _e---~1"-
Tpt.l 
Q) 
£ 
fl 
" " 
~ -"'-~ 
Tpt. 2 
Q) 
£ 
fl 
" " 
~bo:_ 1 _a~ ~ _._~. 
Tpt. 3 
Q) r 
£ 
fl 
" " Tpt.4 
Q) 
-£ 
fl 
" " Tpt.5 
Q) 
~~~---~~:f::~r It:~-
I r 
_t_~~ ~ct ~- ..... ~~ 
Thn.I : 
S£z Lt.- £ ~-1"-~~ ~-fL.{£. --.p.~.o.. k;; 1,::;~----,..,- 1>-h: 1>'.-. 
Thn. 2 : 
S£z £S£z £ ~,;; L>-~------------- '?-:----,.._,_~ L ~ .. ~---
-------Thn. 3 
: 
S£z £S£z £ 
L" >-
B. Thn. I : 
~ ---=£S£z >-£ 
" 
B. Thn.2 : 
"!...._.f....___;f"..____;!'" >- - - ~~ y-~-
fl ~-
S£z £ S£z --==== £ £ ~ .... 71~11 
"' Gtr 
Q) 
fl 
{· , .. Erna71#11) mrnin Pno 
Erna71#nl 
.. :f:: .. :f:: mrnin ~ .. ~~ hk 
Bs : 
.... .. ... .. 
Dr 
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528 529 530 531 532 533 
fl 
Fl. I 
Q) 
rn£ 
fl 
Fl. 2 
@) 
rn£ 
fl 
Fl.3 
@) 
rn£ 
fl ~ 
-Cl 
~ 
@) 
rn£ 
fl 
Sop. Sax 
@) 
,., 
Alto 2 
@) 
B7(SUS4) 
~· ~~· Fill over chord to finish solo ... fl .. -----~ Tenor 1 
I @) 
fl ~ 
Tenor2 
I tJ rn£ 
fl .,..~.,..~~~-----~ "'. ~ ~----- ~~ 
Bari 
~@) 
rn£ 
fl ~· ~~· .. -----~ 
Tpt. 1 
ltJ rnp 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
I u £ rnp 
fl 
Tpt. 3 
I u £ I I rnp 
,., 
Tpt.4 
@) £ ------------ -...... rnp 
fl 
Tpt. 5 
@) 
-· ------------ '- rnp £~~· ~.,... ~· .,... ~~· ~.,... b .... ,_. -(2;-- .0. re:. 1~1:b... . ~,..---....__ 
Tbn. 1 
£ rn£ 
h •. " .. hn. 
" 
,_. ~A' )., .,..~.,..~~~b •. ~ ~-----
Tbn. 2 : 
£ rn£ 
l I. 
Tbn. 3 : 
£ rnp 
B. Tbn. 1 : 
£ ~rnp 
B. Tbn. 2 : 
£ I .. 
------------ --
rnp 
fl ~-fL· h •. 
Gtr 
@) 
fl { ·~ . . "I>~· '1>"=: ~it~=: ~:a: II>~: ~~=;: qi: ~; ~:~ ~*:~ A7(SUS4) . ___..--o- ::::=--= Pno 
I 
-· 
A7(SUS4) 
Bs : 
I .. 
" :~JJ. rn£ J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J J ).) 
Dr 
======~rn£ 
109 
534 535 536 537 538 
fl 
Fl. 1 
@.) p 
fl 
Fl. 2 
@.) "'~'-''- 3: 
-
_....__ _::~· 
fl p 
Fl.3 
@.) p 
fl 
Cl 
"' ~---- -" 
fl 
p 
Sop. Sax 
"' 
fl 
Alto 2 
"' 
fl 
Tenor 1 
u 
fl 
Tenor2 
u I I p 
fl 
Bari 
,0!) I p 
fl 
Tpt.1 
"" 
fl 
Tpt. 2 
"' 
fl 
Tpt. 3 
u 
fl 
Tpt.4 
u 
fl 
Tpt.5 
u 
~£ -...,, >-('" 
""'· Thn. 1 : 
p 
~-------: . . Thn.2 
I p 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.1 : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl 
Gtr 
u 
fl 
Pno {· 
Bs : 
Dr 
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539 540 541 542 543 
_11_ 
Fl. I 
0) 
fl 
Fl.2 
0) 
fl 
Fl.3 
"-' 
fl 
Cl 
"-' 
fl ~~ ~ .. 
. . 
Sop. Sax 
"-' legato 11Jf ... i:,.J....J-'~ 
fl ~~.p:.:----.p.. ~f~ -f'L:f!::~ 
Alto2 
0) 
legato (IJ! -
_11_ 
End Solo. 
Tenor I 
0) 
_11_ 
Tenor2 
0) 
_n_ 
Bari 
,._, 
fl ,....,....., 1"- .. 
Tpt. I 
"-' legato 11Jf~ 
fl ,....,....., ,....,....., 
Tpt.2 
"-' 11J:f!egato ~ 
fl ,....,....., 11'- .. 
Tpt.3 
"-' (1Ji-/ I 
fl ,....,....., ,....,....., 
Tpt.4 
0) 11J:f!~8'ato --/ 
_n_ 
Tpt.5 
0) 
Thn. I : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.I : 
B. Thn.2 : 
fl 
Gtr 
"-' 
fl 
Pno {· End of Tenor Solo 
End of Tenor Solo 
Bs : 
End of Tenor Solo 11Jf 
Dr 
11Jf Very Gradually Crescendo and building intensity 
Ill 
544 545 546 547 
1\ 
Fl. I 
u 
1\ 
Fl.2 
u 
1\ 
Fl.3 
u 
1\ 
Cl 
"' 
fl ,....,_ ,....., ...., 
Sop. Sax 
"' -fl~,.,~~ 
" 
?-~lo<.~~ h. ;.s. ;.,, ,....., .. ;.,_ .. ~~ 
Alto 2 
u 
-
fl 
Tenor I 
u 
fl 
Tenor2 
u 
1\ 
Bari 
,u 
1\ il ,....,_ ,....., 
Tpt. I 
u I 
--------
~ ~~ 
1\ .... .< i-. ?-_L --.._ 
-Tpt.2 
u 
-
I I I 
fl ,, ,....,_ ,-... 
Tpt. 3 
"' 
~ ~ ~~ 
fl ?-"' ..,-
" 
?- .. r .. 
-Tpt.4 
"' -
fl 
Tpt. 5 
IU 
Thn. I : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn. I : 
B. Thn. 2 : 
fl 
Gtr 
• u 
fl 
Pno {. 
B s. : 
D r. 
112 
548 549 550 551 
1\ 
Fl. 1 
QJ 
1\ 
Fl. 2 
QJ 
1\ 
Fl .3 
QJ 
1\ 
c 1. 
QJ 
1\ .--;---v-;-----
Sop. Sax 
QJ 
"" 
,..~~~~ 
mp 
m£ 
.. .P:. ~.p.· 
Alto 2 
t) mfr mp 
1\ 
-
Tenor 1 
QJ 
1\ 
-Tenor 2 
QJ 
1\ 
Ban 
,QJ 
1\ _.,....., .,. . 
Tpt. 1 
QJ~---- -'-"" 
1\ =-===-- m£ ,-.. __...., 
Tpt. 2 
It) 
- ----
1\ 
=-===--mp m£ __...., 
-6>-
-
3 
It)~---- -'-"" I 
Tpt. 
" 
,-.. 
m£ 
-Tpt. 4 
QJ _, 
=-===-- mp 
-_; I 
1\ m£ 
Tpt. 5 
QJ 
Thn. 1 : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B.Thn. 1 : 
B. Thn.2 : 
" Gtr 
t) 
" l t) A'CSUS41 G(B Pno 
A7(SUS4) G(B 
. . 
-· - -
... 
Bs : 
Dr 
113 
552 553 554 555 
tl 
F1.1 
"' 
tl 
Fl.2 
"' 
tl 
Fl.3 
"' 
tl 
Cl 
"' 
_fl_ .,._ 
'"""" Sop. Sax 
f_) ~ 
_fl_ ,.... .,..,~~ 1":- ~~~_o:: ..... .,._~j..~_a.__.-..__o 
Alto 2 
f_) 
-
!J 
Tenor 1 
"-' 
tl 
Tenor2 
v 
tl 
Bari 
·"' 
tl 
'"""" 
,-.... 
Tpt. 1 
"' 
I ~'-. 
'-l....l...J 
tl _,....., .,._ .< r----~ .... r h. 
Tpt.2 
f_) -__., 
-
I 
_fl_ 
'"""" 
,-.... 
Tpt.3 
f_) I ~ '-l....l...J 
_fl_ ~ P111 _o:: 
" 
.,..,.c b._ 
Tpt.4 
f_) ~ 
-
tl 
Tpt.5 
OJ 
Thn.1 : 
Thn. 2 : 
Thn. 3 : 
B. Thn.1 : 
B. Thn.2 : 
tl 
Gtr 
f_) 
Pno f C7(SUS4) B>jD Ebmaj7<lkl Bbmaj7/F 
C7ISUS4l BbfD mmaj7(jk) Bbmaj7/F 
_:p, .,. .,. . .,._ 1": 
-· 
JL {'!: -fL• -fL -fL -fL• ~~ ~· 1'=_ .~ ~· ~ ~ ~· ~ ~ ~· 
Bs : 
Dr 
114 
556 557 558 559 
1'1 
Fl.l 
u 
1'1 
Fl.2 
u 
1'1 
FL3 
u 
1'1 
Cl 
u 
1'1 ,--. ..... ~ 
Sop. Sax 
u £ -
1'1 ,--. ;-!"- ~~~ ..... ~ ._...p:: 
Alto 2 
u 
- £ r 
1'1 ~ 
Tenor 1 
u legato £ -
1'1 
Tenor2 
u 
1'1 
Bari 
,u 
1'1 _....., 
u < ...-"""<....._ I-"- -".._ v £ 
--../ I 
Tpt. 1 
1'1 
-
,--. 
__...., 
Tpt. 2 
v 
- £ 
--../ I 
1'1 _....., 
Tpt. 3 
u -...._..----- l.-"-- ...--...... v £ 
--../ I 
1'1 
-
,--. 
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